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WHERE THE WESSAWESKEAG FLOWS

EDGAR L RH0DES’W,LL

Some Matters Of Deep Interest Connected With
South Thomaston’s Early History

Native Of Glen Cove Provides For Trust Fund
Which May Reach $100,000,000

What may eventually prove to be Gordon College of Theology and Mlsthe largest estate ever disposed of slons Fenway, and one-fifth the InIThe following history of South what money he had left he bought the
in 1855 «nd in I8#i changed its name to brilliant planets, Jupiter and Mars
. section
.1
„ come annually
in this
oft .u
the nation—-.in,
with a
, to New England Bapthe Tribune These papera consolidated
Thomaston, which will be presented entire tract of 1750 acres, taking the
tist Hospital.
March i7, 1897____________________ Soon after sunset, Jupiter is con- in two installments, was written deed in his own name, arranging the
trust fund of $100,000,000 set up—was
Por thg wldow (he will provides
spicuous with Mars at its lower right. many . years ago by the late Rev. matter afterward with hls partner.
the subject of a will filed Tuesday in that she receive $30,000 annually,
For this new purchase in addition
- These two will show in beautiful con- W. O. Holman, whose fertile pen conand in addition the income from a
—
Childhood itself Is scarcely
probate oourt at Dedham, Mass.
more lovely than a cheerful, ♦ [ Junction Friday if the night is clear. tributed many articles of local inter- to the cash payment he gave notes
It is the will of the late Edgar L. $100,000 trust fund.
•* kindly, sunshiny old age.—L. M ■*' | A lovely triangle is due Nov. 9. with est for these columns. It is here pub- \ for the balance, secured by a mortOn her death the bequests revert
Rhodes of Brookline, for 35 years
•* Child.
lished in order that the present gen- ' gage on the property, and returned to
***
deacon of Tremont Temple Baptist to the Tremont Temple Baptist
* grouping of Jupiter, Mars and the eratlon of readers may have a closer Wessaweskeag well pleased with his
Church, and a co-founder and former Church and the Baptist Home of
moon. Mars having passed from West insight into the affairs of the town bargain. A bargain indeed it proved,
president of Rhodes Brothers, the Newton, divided equally.
located on 'Keag River.—Ed.l
for the mortgagee having sailed for
This year’s crop production ln the I to East of Jupiter.
A daughter, Mrs. Helen R. Lane
large Boston grocery and provision
• • • •
his home in England in a ship that
United States is only six perceiit less "Poetics" was Mrs E. JA. Law
of Wellesley, will receive the income
firm,
Wessaweskeag, the name given to was never heard of afterward, no
than the all-time high reached in
Mr. Rhodes died Oct. 15 and hls from another $100,000 trust fund durrence's subject to this club in her
the earliest settlement in South demand from any source was ever
1920.
will,
after other bequests, provides ing her life, the fund to revert to
Thomaston address, and in pursu Thomaston, was originally the name made for the discharge of the notes,
that the estate be held in trust and . Gordon College on her death.
ance of this line, roll call at 57 Suf- given to a stream running through The iand being included in Thomas
Another trust fund, one of $200,000
invested until it reaches $100,000,000.
I folk street, Friday, will be memorized the town, in a southerly direction. Flucker's part of the Waldo Patent
is set up for the two granddaughters.
The
law
office
of
Gallup
and
Had

j poetic gems or current items.
and broadening out into quite a wide |
subsequently purchased “the right
Declaring a coalition of anti-New Hoover said he spoke "Just to keep ley filed the unusual will, and at the Elizabeth M. and Eloise R. Lane, and
John M. Richardson will speak in river about two miles before it pours 0[ 60n" from that gentleman for
on their death this trust fund 1s to
the evening on “The White Elephant its waters into the ocean.
£664. Snow removed his family from Dealers was "devoutly to be wished the air clean." He added that “the | offices, 6 Beacon street, Dana T.
revert to the main fund,
accusation
of
seeking
public
office
Gallup
said
appraisers
have
not
yet
Gets Its Second Wind." “Benjamin
At Wessaweskeag no recorded at- Harpswell to the new settlement in for," Herbert Hoover tonight called
set
a
value
on
the
estate,
therefore
The New England Trust Company
seems
to
be
highest
intellectual
Franklin and Our Day" will be dis tempt at settlement had been made j 1771. With such a good start the
on the Republican party first to level to which the opposition can no estimate could be given.
and Leonard H. Rhodes, brother of
cussed at 5 o'clock by Rev. Robert prior to 1767. In that year Elisha foulness of Snow and Mathews so
After the fund reaches $100,000,000. the deceased, are named trustees and
i Beecher, said to have family connec- Sr.ow of Harpswell, seeking a favor prospered that other settlers were draft a new declaration of principles rjJe wben they are made uncomWe owe our growth
[tions with Henry Ward Beecher anu able chance for lumbering, visited the soon attracted. The first of these that would fuse the foes of the Roose fortable by argument and new pro four-fifths of the Income is to be paid executors of the will, which was
"annually and ln perpetuity" to the drawn Sept. 28. 1934.
posals."
i to possess promise of his exceptional place, was favorably impressed with was a Mr. Tenant who had married velt administration.
to our ability to solve
Hoover
said
the
proposal
for
a
talents. The Uncolnvllle Beach Fed its heavy growth of timber, its won Mathews' sister. He remained until
The former President, in a nation
insurance problems
erated Church is his pastorate.
derful tide—water-power and ship the outbreak of the Revolution, when ally broadcast address, both reiter national conclave of party leaders
quickly, completely,
prior to the 1928 elections—a pro
ping facilities. He took immediate he Joined the American army, fought
ated his call for an off-year national posal that has drawn some opposi
steps
for
effecting
a
settlement
there.
;
trough
the
war,
afterward
settling
and with economy.
j Canvas covered luggage continues
convention of G. O. P. leaders and tion—was put forward by a “group
I to lead the vogue in smart traveling In connection with John Mathews of jn Plalnfieldi Conn where he dJed.
next semers were Joseph Coombs asserted flatly that he himself did of prominent Republican leaders of.
j accessories, according to Modem Plainfield, Conn., he purchased a
E. C. MORAN CO.
all shades of thought.”
“
possessory
claim,"
of
a
lieutenant
in
and
Rlchard
Keating of New Meadows not "want any public office."
Hcme Institute. One set features a
The plan, he said, would have the
INC.
Speaking from a platform raised
j trunk on rollers, all-hangar ward- the British army, then stationed at (ollowed 5hortly afterby John Bridges
party select "a policy committee of |
Boston,
of
300
acres
of
land,
on
which
|
o
j
York
and
two
brothers
named
Insurance Counsellors
rcbe case, zipper over-night bag and
before a dinner of the Republican its most distingushed men and
bookcase in matching striped canvas. he erected a saw mill at the mouth of Thomas and Jonathan Orbeton.
425 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Club of Massachusetts. Hoover hit women" to draft what would amount
The first dwelling house was built
A dull red-brown canvas bound at the river. From the proceeds of this
TEL. 98
out at opponents of the plan to have to a new platform, with this to be
Rockland firemen raced with the three men. who found the structure
the edges in natural leather, is also mill he was to make payment for this by Snow, the second by Mathews, and
submitted later to a general confer- |
claim.
Meeting
with
success,
he
went
tide yesterday afternoon, the scene B roaring mass of flames. Inside was
the third by Tenant. These were the party's chieftains draft and ap
finding wide favor.
to Boston to settle up and procure a small framed structures containing prove in national conclave, prior to ence of party leaders for adoption.
n lot of farm equipment, fuel, etc.,
In further urging a new declara- of the sprint being at Spruce Head all of which was a total loss.
the 1938 congressional elections,
deed.
two rooms and a bedroom.
of! tion of principles, he asserted that village where the blazing barn of
While there such favorable over
The fire spread to the ell of the
To hls saw mill, Snow soon added a honest, courageous declaration
tures were made to him that with grist mill which he ran for several convictions, of positive principles for I "the New Deal road to salvation is Harold Waldron was causing the bouse which was damaged somewhat.
paved with objectives, and added nejgj,borhood much concern. The Much of the furniture was hastily
forward action."
years until it was destroyed by fire.
that "the road badly needs repav- race was due tQ tbe fact that the removed and jj goes without saying
He
warned
the
Republican
party
He also commenced shipbuilding.
I firemen were borrowing water from that its condition was not improved
The name of hls flrst vessel Is un against trying to win elections by ing with practical methods
Nearing
his
conclusion,
and
argu(he
through 800 feet of hose, hv the drenching rain.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
"Joyriding
on
mistakes."
and
added:
known. He had evidently in early
Everybody knows how persistently
"There is talk of fusion and coali ing against those who objected to f n(, as the water was steadily recedvs.
(Continued on Page Eignt)
tion. Let me make but one remark this off-year convention plan, he ing from the cove it was a question bay burns, and as the combined efGARDINER HIGH SCHOOL
on that. It is a result devoutly to said:
of getting very busy before the tide forts of the firemen, volunteers and
"There is discussion in the Repub went out too far.
be wished for. But the people fuse
storm failed to stop it Chief Russell
TO SHOW MAINE EGGS
or coalesce around ideas and ideals, lican party as to whether lt should
The fire broke out about 1 o’clock advised the chairman of the St.
Participating in “Thc Nation’s not around political bargains or undertake to declare its position in the afternoon—possibly from wires1 George selectmen to call for extra
upon fundamental questions now or which were centralized where the fire men, and 12 more went from this city
129-11
The Maurice Derry Barber Shop
I largest egg and poultry show" in J stratagems.
has moved across the street to the
New York city next week, the Maine
"If the Republican party meets wait until 1940.
was first seen, although there is no in response to the call. Eventually
“I realize the theory of some evidence of defective wiring.
THORNDIKE SHOP
Poultry Improvement Association will | the needs and aspirations ol the
the menace was removed.
HAIRCUTS 35 CENTS
seek to expand the market for people who are opposed to the New political leaders is that most people
An out of town call was answered
Mr. Waldron’s loss was ln the
Entrances from Thorndike Hotel
and from Tillson Ave., at Main St.
Maine's pullorum free eggs, chicks Deal, they will fuse and coalesce and vote against something. It is their by Chief Engineer Van Russell and j neighborhood of $2,000.
126-150
and poultry. Gardner Hayden of Ray- not before They only join in the further theory that you have only
1 mond. president of that organization, march if they know where they are to stand by and criticize. Oive the j
other fellow enough rope and he will |
i said yesterday. Held at the Port going."
hang himself, and thereby you win !
PATRONIZE YOUR
Authority building under the ausThese were the only words adelections.
That ls an old belief. But Committees Which Will Co Will Be Named In Bill To Be
pices of the 'Northeastern Poultry dressed by the only living former
I
insist
it
is
inadequate for the needs
Producers' Council for four days the President to the subject of a coalioperate Locally In Unem
Introduced By Sleeper ’Tis
show will be a parade of “the best tion of those opposed to the presentof thisday.”
Said
ployment
Census
poultry products of 13 States." Mr. administration—a matter mentioned
Hayden stated that Maine <fggs and before by Senator Vandenberg <R- jRpgn
KifLpfJ ArOlMtl
Who is ready to serve you
A bill to establish capital punish
In response to a request from John
baby chicks were winning wide fa- Mich.) and others, which has stirred j
365 days in the year
D Biggers, administrator
of the ment for the crime of murder is to
vor by their lack of disease and for some dispute in the Republican party,
Why No Bids Were Received unemployment Census, Mayor Thurs- be introduced at the special session
their producing qualities. The DeCriticizing the Roosevelt regime,
Silsby’s Flower Shop
For the Deer Isle Bridge ton yesterday announced the appoint-'of the Legislature according to a
partment
of
Agriculture
is
co-operatHoover
asserted
that
New
Dealers
TEL. 318-W
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND ing with the Association in its ex "seek to make us believe that abuse
Bonds
|
of thc following committees to current report around the State
lOOtf hibit.
! cannot be cured without that creepaid ln the vast undertaking.
House. The report says that Rep.
i ing collectivism called planned
The Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge DisThis census, calculated to give a
Cleveland Sleeper Jr. of Rockland
j economy."
trict, failing to obtain bids on the quick and adequate picture of un
“That 'gradual collectivism’ is sale of $490,000 worth of bonds in employment conditions in the Unit- has sucfl a *>111 ant< wt*l attempt to
creeping upon us should be evident
ed States will be conducted through have it enacted at the special session,
MANY OTHER BARGAINS
j by this time to every thinking connection with construction of a mil the facilities of the Post Office De- j Representative George H. Allen of
' American," he said. “The govern lion dollar bridge at Deer Isle, now partment by the distribution of Portland had jntended w preeent
ment manipulation of money and seeks to sell Its bonds privately.
blanks to all of the 31 000.000 Ameri- j 6Uch a
feut
lf 8lPeper offpred
credit, government restriction of Executive Councilor Percy R. Clark can homes on November
and 17. ,t he would not prpspnt Qne Hp
WATTS BLOCK,
THOMASTON
production, government control of of Ellsworth, counsel for the district, Thc unemployed and partly unem- dlcated however that lf he had
I hours and wages, the entry of the said the PWA “has granted the dis ployed are expected to fill out these mlsinformed M to SIeeper-s mention
1 government into competitive busi trict permission to sell its bonds pri blanks and return them to their he would 6urely attpmpt tQ have
ness on a large scale, government vately, in view of the failure to get local Postmasters by midnight of Nov.
such a law enacted ln Maine.
coercion of upright citizens—these bids."
20, after which the Post Office rep
The reason for this move to restore
Clark
said
the
deadline
date
set
by
are but part of it . . .
resentatives will conduct further capital punishment ln the State ls
the
federal
authorities
for
starting
"There cannot be a system part
checks so as to eliminate duplica the large number of murders ln the
collectivist and part regulated pri construction of the project expires tion.
past two years with particular refervate enterprise. The very conflict Oct. 25 and "we now are waiting to
It Is our intention, as soon as this , ence to the recent double killing of
SPECIAL AT
of the two systems creates one eco hear whether or not an extension of census information is compiled, to'
and Mrs James Q Llttlefleld of
nomic emergency after another. We time is to be granted."
forward to all executives of cities of gQUtb Parjs
The PWA authorized a grant of 10.000 population and over, a report _____________________
witness that at this very hour.”
Hoover made an apparent refer $315,000 toward the cost of construc- of the unemployment situation ln
| unemployed or partly unemployed,
ence to the controversy about the ing the project.
those communities, which we feel
These Poppers are Nickle Plated and Well Built
Carl Bowness, Salvation Army.
Clark
said
he
believed
the
reason
appointment of Justice Black of the
will be of great assistance to you
Alderman William J. Sullivan was
why
no
bids
were
received
was
“
be

Supreme Court in one part of his
and other local officials.
named as chairman of this commit
CENTRM^AAINt
cause
the
thing,
unfortunately,
has
speech, warning Republicans
to
The committees named by Mayor
tee.
"make a distinction between true been kicked around so much.”
Thurston are:
and pseudo" in using the word lib
Representatives of labor, Irving
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
eral.
Curtis, William W. Gregory.
“The term liberal.” he said, “has
Representatives of business, Willts
OLD OCTOBER
now become the fashionable cloth
I. Ayer, Maurice B. Perry.
Old October's purt’ nigh gone.
UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS
And the frosts ls cornin’ on
ing of all collectivists, whether they
Editors of newspapers, Frank A.
Little heavier every day—
be New Dealers, with creeping col
! Winslow.
IN THE
Like our hearts ls thataway!
BEFORE Ifou. Buy fuei
Leaves
ls changin’ overhead
lectivism, or frank and open So
Superintendent of schools, George Back from
green to gray and red.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Just the Thing For
cialists. or the unconscious Fascists.
Brown and yeller, with their steins
J. Cumming.
Loosenin'
on
the oaks and e'ms;
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Its folds can apparently even be en
Representative from preponderant
Winter Driving
And the balance of the trees
Glttln’ balder every breeze—
The following statement contains the name, the amount standing to hls tered through the Ku Klux Kian."
5.25-17,
$6.45 religious groups. Rev. Corwin H. Like the heads we’er schatchln’ on!
credit, the last known place of residence or postofflee address and the fact
Select next winter’s fuel on performance
In another portion of his address,
: Olds.
Old October’s purt’ nigh gone
5.28-18,
6.45
of death, if known, of every depositor in the Rockland Savings Bank, who Hoover asked why the members of
Representative from outstanding
—and you’ll turn to D& H Anthracite.
love old October so.
has not made a deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof, or any part of the
6.45 women's clubs or from thc Federa II can
’t bear to see her go—
dividends thereon, "for a period of more than twenty years next preceding the large economic middle class 5.50- 17,
Seems to me like Iosin’ some
5.5019,
6.45
should
be
made
“
the
forgotten
men.
”
November
1,
1937.
and
is
not
known'to
thc
treasurer
to
be
living.
tion
of
Women's
Clubs,
Mrs.
Maude
Old-home relative or chum—
D&H Anthracite is “Cone-Cleaned”—
’Pears like sorto’ settln’ by
he added:
6.0-16,
7.25 ' Blodgett, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs. Some
old friend ’at sigh by sigh
accurately sized—therefore,long-burn
“Government policies which tax, 6.00-17,
Whether Known Date last Deposit Amt. Stand
Dora
Bird
and
Mrs.
Ida
Simmons.
Was a-passln' out o’ sight
7.25
Last Known Residence
To Be Deceased
or Withdrawal To Credit
Into
everlasting
night!
Name of Depositor
harry and demoralize the produc
Representative ifrom outstanding
ing and easily regulated. Place your
a feller hears
6.00-18,
7.25 J local welfare organizations, Louis A. Hlckernuts
Rattlin’ down Is more like tears,
tivity
of
the
great
economic
middle
Dix Island, Me. Unknown,
May 5, 1885 44.24
James Byrne,
order NOW!
Drappln’ on the leaves below—
6.00-21,
7.25 i Walker, Miss Helen M. Corbett.
Rockland, Me. Deceased,
Oct. 20, 1881 53.88 class are the greatest catastrophe
I love Old October so!
Catherine Sawyer,
Rockland, Me. Deceased,
Sept. 30. 1897, 22.77 which can come to the one-third of
7.00-16,
9.50
Representative from visiting nurse
Martha Mitchell,
Can’t tell what lt ls about
Rockland, Me. Deceased,
Sept. 30, 1897 42.79 underclad, underhoused, underfed.
Charles L. Mitchell,
Old October knocks me out!—
32x6—8 Ply,
14.85 association, Miss Eliza Steele.
Unknown
Unknown,
Sept.
29,1888
288.42
I sleep well enough at night—
John Olson,
"Their redemption must come by
Representative from Red Cross
Unknown
Unknown,
July
5,
1892
53.21
And the blamedest appetite
WE
BUY
USED
CARS
Hugh McAuly,
Ever mortal man possessed,—
Chapter, Basil H. Stinson.
Appleton, Me. Deceased,
March 21, 1900 16.53 preserving the two-thirds, not by
Paul Oakes,
Last thing et. lt tastes the best!—
Searsmont, Me. Unknown,
Dec. 18. 1903 10.13 dragging them down. In all his long
Representatives from Veterans' orGrace E. Farnham,
Warnuts. butternuts, pawpaws.
Deer
Isle,
Me.
Deceased,
'June
30,
1917
89.92
'lies and limbers up my Jaws
[ ganteations, Levi Flint.
H. Annis,
years Santa Clause never increased
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME. Freeland
Fer raal service, slch as new
I hereby certify that the above statement ls true according to my best the standard of living of a nation.”
Representative from any other out
Pork, sparerlbs. and sausage, too—
knowledge and belief.
Ylt, fer all. they's somepln* ’bout
standing group in your community Old
In making his declaration that he
ROCKLAND, ME.
October knocks me out!
EDWARD J HELT.TER, Treasurer.
THE Solid FUEL FOR Solid COMFORT
did
not
"want
any
public
office,"
which
might
have
contact
with
the
—James Whitcomb Riley.
129-Jt
!1nh.M2,'ndT^°Tr» PrV«’w«*ub?“h»d ‘ng ln the 50Uthern heav€ns <* the

(First Installment)

“JOYRIDING ON MISTAKES”

Not the Way To Win Elections, Says Herbert
Hoover—Urges Coalition

I

A RACE WITH THE TIDE

Burning Of Harold Waldron’s Barn Causes
Excitement At Spruce Head

FOOTBALL

FRIDAY, OCT. 2S-2 P. Wl.
COMMUNITY PARK

DERRY MOVES

SPECIAL FOR
SATURDAY
LUMBERMEN’S OVERSHOES

14 in. Leather Top; reg. 5.00. For
Saturday.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $3.00
16 in. Rubber Top, felt lined; reg. 4.00.
For Saturday.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $3.49

Named By Mayor

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST

13 in. All Rubber, Sponge Rubber
innersole; reg. 4.00. Saturday .. $3.25

LINDSEY’S

Do You tto Pop Cora?

Why not pop your own in one of our

$2.00 Poppers

Iw/tdiMtic

D&H
ANTHRACITE

<1.19

SNOW TRED
TIRES

TEL. 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

E

The Death Penalty

Page Twe
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Every-Other-Day
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For Better Hearing

Dined At Tom Kane’s

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Though he slay ma. yet will I
trust in him.—Job 13:16.

DR AKE/L^ZWP/7 FURNITURE

North Haven Woman Writes

Of Trip Through Craw
ford Notch

CO

Progress

the

Remarkable

Made

By

The

American Society

SA7~ THAT
TASTE COULD NEVER
COME FROM
SOMETH /NO VOU
LEFT OUT - ~

The Garden Club

Shewing

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Tliis is National Hearing Week— '
We left North Haven at 8.30 o'clock
a subject of vital importance to
Hears Expert Discuss Insect j cn the boat. Arriving in Rockland
that large percentage of citizens
we made seme business calls and at
Control — Date For Next
which is unable to enjoy the full
10.15 a. m. started for Yarmouth,
advantage of a God-given blessing, j
Meeting Changed
where we had lunch. While passing
through Portland and vicinity we
, What Science has already done, and
Dr. A. E. Brower of the Insect Con saw what to us seemed thousands
partlculai’y what thq American So
trol Laboratory at Bar Harbor was. 0{ black ducks in the marshes and
ciety for Hard of Hearing has ac
guest speaker at the meeting of the around the shores. They were a
complished. is here set forth In con
Rockland Garden Club Tuesday at 1 pretty sight, seeming so entirely withcise
form:
: out fear. At Portland we switched
Mrs. E. J. Hellier's. His subject was
It organized the first national
to Route 202 which took us to Se“Insects—and the way they injure bago Lake. The scenery through
committee on hard of hearing chil
our plants." Twenty-seven members here is beautiful as the numerous
dren ln 1924.
TriFRE MUST be suraething extra-ordinary about the new ELEC
(/tf^WIITUBE COMPANY
were present. Dr. Brower exhibited lakes and ponds are like jewels in
It instigated the development In
TROLUX
rthigtratar
—
it
is
an
cat:
tending
favorite
with
housewives
Life Cycle Mounts of some of our settings more beautiful than gold.
the Bell Telephone Laboratories of
all
r.vtr
tn<
country.
Ha-c
an
ELECTROLUX
in
YOUR
home
.
.
.
So on into the White Mountains and
361MAiSsi '
*
trees greatest enemies, such as The
the 4-A audiometer, an Instrument
the National Forest, through that
for testing the hearing of forty
Forest Tent Caterpillar; A Rudt wonderful and beautiful Great Cut
children at one time. This was an
Witch’s Broom: American Tent Cat- of the Crawford Notch. It seemed
important factor in securing tests
erpillar; Dodder; European Spruce hours that we were going steadily
in schools.
Sawflv; White Pine Weevil and Na-'d3wn- down wlth a steeP mountain
It introduced the first National Lip
, _. ,
.
. TT - „
; close on either side and Stony Brook
tures Check on Insect Hordes.
1
Reading Tournament in 1926. thus
close to the highway on the right.
He stated that his occupation was
_
„
j A i j j calling national attention to an imAfter a while we came to Bretton “It’s Delicious,” Says St. But Not Fast Enough For Excellent Crowd Applauded pcrtant means of communication for
like to that of linemen of public util
Woods and Twin Mountains. No,
ity companies, a responder to “trouble
W. P. A. Vaudevillians At the hard of hearing, both children
George Cook — And In
Maine’s Demand — Prices
word of mine can describe the macalls.” Most persons have little. _
Community Building
an.d
deed It Should Be
Will Be Higher
knowledge of what is causing trouble OTA/-!/ ♦/ivsrwfc,
„
*
°
in 192? it presented to the U. S.
rv rail tlvz* rrnv
and forests 1In
all the gay colorings
or injury to trees, shrubs, roses, etc.
There
can
be
no
question
as
to
the
Bureau
of Education the manuscript
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
Maine's turkey growers will sell j
of autumn. We followed Route 302 I
and entirely different methods of
cordiality
of
the
reception
accorded
a
pamphlet
cn "The Hard of
My
cocking
secret
for
wild
duck
is:
as far as Littleton, where we chang’d
about 42.009 birds this year. These
control must be used to overcome the
Hearing Child." This was published
to Route 18. going as rar as St First, dry pick the duck, next burn fat. green fed gobblers will average ihe WPA vaudeville troup Tuesday
various kinds ot chewing or eating
and distributed by the Bureau and
Jchnsbury. then to Route 5 into Lyn down on open fire, scrape with knife,
work of testing a great
13'v pounds each and will bring an night when it played its second cn- gave
insects.
donville. Vt.. to the Darling Inn.
remove insides thoroughly, then wash average market price of 49 cents a gagement at Community Building impetus.
White pine blister rust is associated ,
which is under the management of
with currents and gooseberries which
It presented the first film on the
Thomas Kane formerly of Hotel in cold water well. Put in bowl and peund. This is an increase of 20';. The 450 spectators were generous In
ere the intermediate host, being
their
applause
and
frequently
broke
problems
of the hard of hearing child.
cover
with
water,
two
tablespoons
over last year's production and a
Rockland. This surely is a most
places of development from which
,
the output of one of the chapters of
beautiful hotel, and. as its name im- vinegar, two tablespoons salt, one tremendous increase over 10 year.; in on the artists with vigorous tokens
it spreads; the tiny organisms first
the Society.
p’ies. is a darling, beautifully built ■ teaspeon soda. Let stand over night. ago when but 2,000 were raised yet of approval.
appear on the pine needles, then
It established National Hearing
and furnished, and .service of 'be best. In the morning pour out water, cover does not go far towards supplying
The troupe was under the direc Week in 1927 and has secured the en
gradually, slowly work their way to
Needless to say we were cordially reMaine's own domestic consumption tion of Harry A. Smith, 30-year vet
the main trunk of the tree, taking-’
dorsement of this event by city
ce.ved by our good friend. Mr. Kane again with fresh water and let stand of 2CO.OOO a year.
eran of the legitimate stage and State mayors, state governors, and the
from one and a half to two and a ,
In all we had covered 246 miles be till ready to cook.
These and many other interesting Director Albert L. Hickey. A dozen president of the United States.
half years before even an expert can
Into a kettle cut up small slices of
tween 10.15 and 7 p. m., with time
facts were revealed by E. N. Jacques fine vaudeville numbers were pre
be certain of the cause of the injury.
In 1927 it collaborated with the
salt
pork,
small
onion;
let
cook
with
cut for lunch. We were tired and
of Manchester, president of the sented. some of which were on the United States Bureau of Standards
The organism forms a canker area
top
on
for
five
minutes
or
until
quite hungry and enjoyed our dinner
and girdle or cuts off the sap, there with appetites which had been brown. Then remove from water into Maine Turkey Growers Association program last December. A genuine ln examining and reporting oh Hear
by causing death to the tree. He
kettle. Mix together half cup flour, as he dropped in to sec Commission hit must be credited to the extraor ing aids The Society published the
sharpened by the bracing mountain
er of Agriculture Frank P. Washburn dinary banjolsts with special credit report.
speke of the lantana which forms
air. that went to my head like a glass teaspoon salt, cne teaspoon ground
It popularized the use of group
almost impenetrable jungles in Aus ci wine.
whole spice and put over duck on and report the state of the industry. to the red head who is a natural born
Saturday.
entertainer. The regret was gener- hearing aids by using them at natralia (hereby’ destroying valuable
After dinner Eleanor and I went to both sides. Slice small onion over
With Thanksgiving and Christmas ally heard that he had no larger j tlcnal conferences and at public
sheep grazing Iand.
the theatre, where we saw Gene duck, two strips salt pork. Cover
approaching
Mr Jacques who has personal part on his banjo. The meetings held by field workers.
and
let
cook
15
minutes
on
top
of
Autry In “Get Along Little Dogies.”
It has taken a leading part in pre
nearly
5.000
birds
ot his own ready other bit hit of the show was a pair
stove.
Then
bake
in
oven
for
25
Most of the injurious insects come It was about 12 when we got back
of dancers, man and woman, who senting the needs of the hard of
minutes.
Remove
cover
the
last
for
the
chopping
block
was
in
a
to us from foreign countries where to the Inn and in bed. It had cerhearing before meetings of the Na
five minutes or until golden brown. jovial mood about the season's pros were encored to the echo.
♦hey are r.ot an evil having some tainly been a long day.
The proceeds of the affair amount tional Research Council, the White
Serve
with
cranberry
sauce.
It's
pects
but
decidedly
out
of
sorts
parasite which feeds on and controls
Next day we started on the home
Fannie
with the fact that “the best turkey ing to around S50 will go toward the House Conference on Child Health
the spread. The Japanese beetle ward way and were in a very happy delicious.
St.
George.
Oct.
27.
raising state in the Union wouldn't operating expenses of Community and Protection, the United States
undoubtedly came to America in frame of mind, but had gone only
even supply enough for its own de Building. Donald L. Kelsey was Office of Education, the Parentshipments of Iris roots. Mention was about four miles when the car began
general chairman and extends his Teacher Associations the American
FRIENDSHIP WATER COMPANY mand."
made of the mistletoe which is a to skip and sputter. We managed to
personal thanks to those who aided j Otological Society, and other national
He advanced many ideas for de
parasite in southern States, and of work along until we got to St. Johns
in several capacities including the organizations.
The
Friendship
Water
Company
velopment of the industry on a large
the “false" mistletoe found on Mon- bury Center where we called at a ga
six charming young ushers from the
It has taken a leading part in se
has
been
authorized
by
the
Public
scale
with
most
of
them
centering
on
After
fussing
about
an
hour
hegan Island, at Christmas Cove, Bar rage.
High School.
curing
state and national legislation
Utilities
Commission
to
place
a
S3.C90
the need for more farmers to raise
Harbor ar.d elsewhere in our State they decided they did not know what
for physically handicapped children.
mortgage
on
its
property
and
fran

a flock of turkeys. He said that
which starts aa a lemon-colored, the trouble was. and they sent us on
bers. Mr. Jacques who has just
It has distributed information on
radish-shaped seed r.ttachir.g itself We were tied up here until 4 p. nr.. chises to "liquidate a previous mort modern research and selling methods
completed a statewide survey of the the inheritance of deafness and
gage, whose holder is now deceased."
to our black spruce and producing to another garage in St. Johnsbury.
, have taken a lot of guess work out of
industry expects to see 109 members danger to the ears from swimming
next day before they found the
stunted growths.
the turkey business and that it is
enrolled by Thanksgiving.
It has placed valuable material
Members will please note that the trouble with the car and got it fixed.
now on a stable basis.
i in the libraries of medical and nurs
next meeting of the Garden Club is While here we stayed at Hotel Moore.
He is much pleased with the steady
A LINCOLNVILLE FIRE
ing schools.
to be held the third Tu»sday (instead When we left we took Rcute 2 and
increase over the last 10 years and
------1 It has distributed information I
of the fourth as usual) Nov. 16, in followed it into Bangor. We passed
; gives a lot of credit to advertising.
Th? home cf Earl Dority, located about work for hard of hearing chilTcwer Room. Community Building at through many small towns on our
He estimates that for the past several . near Moody Mountain. Lincolnville, dren in rural sections.
way
home,
some
of
these
very
pretty,
2 p. m. It will be a joint meeting
seasons growers of 5C3 birds and over , was destroyed last night by fire
-----------------of the Camden and Thomaston Gar but I think the busiest ones were
have spent 10',; cf their gross income which originated around the chimROCKVILLE
Rumford
and
Mexico.
den Clubs. • At that time Mrs. A. E.
on advertising activitiy and that they ney. only a few chairs being saved
_____
After leaving St. Johnsbury at 4
Benedict of Medomak. well known
have been amply repaid.
from the furnishings. Loss on the
Miss Anna Heino is spending the
In this vicinity, will illustrate the p. m. we drove 70 miles to Bethel
“You have got to put out a good hcuse and contents is estimated at week with her grandparents Mr. and
actual method of making wreaths. ihat night. We stayed at Maple Inn.
product and then tell the public about S6.CC
Mrs. Kallc Heino.
garlands and other attractive winter Tuesday we were again on the road,
about it,” he stated. Most of the
bouquets. Members are asked to We stopped at Hampden Highlands
larger growers have their own trade
call Mrs. L. A. Thurston, chairman of and
a peck of McIntosh Red
mark. carefully grade and prepare
the program committte, and make ar- aPP'es. which were beauties. The
thelr birds and figures show that
rangements for exhibiting suitable
informed me the trees had been
they have an Increasing number of
grass, berries or whatnot, in appro- ‘Prayed seven times, and I don't
steady customers.
priate containers, for a dinner table. ^cubt it in the least.
Thc big farms are the big money
We arrived in Bangor about two
a mantle or fireplace decoration.
makers. if run right, according to Mr.
hours after the shooting of the Al
• • • n
Jacques but he would like to see
lred Brady- Gang. There was a
The president called attention to crush of cars there, even when we ar
more small dirt farmers and especial
the exhibit to be held ir. Horticultural rived.
ly the womenfolks go In for a flock
Hell, Boston, Nov. 9 to 11, and urged
of gobblers. Western standards set
Sometimes, even in my sleep. I
attendance. There will be shown gar seem to be’going down through the
an average of about a dollar profit
lands consisting of natural plant ma Notch, or riding between those beau
on a bird. He figures that 50 birds
terial for indoor and outdoor deco tiful birches stretching for miles on
would net $50 to a lot of farmers and
Make your Halloween party a greater success with
l’ou’re wondering what color suit
ra lions: wreaths consisting of artifi each side of the road. What a won
that It is worth going after.
you want this fall . . . wheiher
our super-delicious Fro-Joy
cial and natural plant material suit derful place is New England, and we
One of the newest developments is
yea'll leak be st in a single breastable for indoor decoration only.
for the large farmers to sell “started”
have every right to be proud of lt.
Mrs. Wisner, who has had full I wish to say here, that it is a pleas ed with a spert back or a spiffv
bird. 12 weeks old or better, to the
charge of the triangular plot at the ure to tour with Mrs. Eleanor Thorndcuble breasted with a plain rear
little fellow.
This eliminates the
Nortn End. has been commended by ton w!l0 is a very competent and elevation.
usual disease hazard to a great ex
the State Landscape artist for the at careful driver. This is my second trip
tent as the first 12 weeks are the
tractive showing of flowers there. with her, having gone to Cambridge,
A'cu're wondering about price too hardest for thc young gobbler. He
She reported a gift of rocks to out Mass., with her in early summer.
contends that th? modern farm; are
. . . whether thc figure you were
An Ice Cream Roll made of delicious Chocolate Ice
line the plot, and was voted some One always feels that here is a driver
better equipped and mere able to
money to enable her to carry on this who knows what she ts about. We bem with and the cn? y;u have in
Cream with a center of Fresh Orange Sherbet rolled
bring the young over this critical
the bank sue go ng to have a flare
worthwhile project. The State plans! h^^hive" anothw trip'ta"1938
period.
in Crushed Nut Meats.
to set out over an hundred rugosa j
up.
[Mrs.l J. B. Crockett
Another activity that is helping
roses, evergreens, etc., in the nearby
North Haven. Oct. 25.
th? business Is the development 't
Get in touch with your
piece of land which is soon to be ded
Well, gentlemen, the men who left turkey shoots. Mr. Jacques said
icated.
Frc-Joy dealer for delivery.
here Saturday found the solution
THE RETORT COURTEOUS
that these were comparatively new
Mrs. Almon Cooper has several,
_____
No delivery from the plant
to the problem und wt have the
until 8 years ago but that through
small maple trees growing on her.jjditor of The Courier-Gazette:
on
these rolls.
the
fall
they
create
a
demand
for
answer to yours.
piemises which she would be glad
This uttle village may not have
SERVES FOUR
several hundred birds every week
to give anyone desiring same, as they much to boast of in the way of fame
128-129
end.
Gregory’s Fall Suits
must soon be removed.
Pr wea]th, but it certainly has very
The trend is now growing towards
i pretty girl6 of teen age, “and thereby
$35.00
smaller birds, he said. Those rang
IT SOUNDS GOOD
hangs a tale.”
When a girl makes doughnuts rich and tasty
ing from seven to eight pounds are
These suits arc easily worth $5.00
A local gag-man or wit came up
most
popular
with
small
families
more
A man comes running with a hasty
In the columns of Mondays Boston the street recently as these girls were
and folks who live in apartments.
Herald appeared a recipe for chick coming from school. Thinking to
These birds are about 24 weeks old.
PROPOSAL
en puff contributed by Gertrude “kid" the girls a bit, he remarked
New Hats
The White Holland specie is ideal
Rowe of Warren. With Thanksgiv that he never saw such a bunch of
for this size and he sees an ever
ing just around the corner, the dish homely young ladies, to which one
growing demand for them.
New
Mackinaws
Is a timely one and here reprinted bright miss replied, after looking him
Mr. Jacques expects the price this
ever scornfully. “Well, you're not so
for the benefit of local chefs:
year to range from 4'i to 5-; higher
Five pounds fowl, 2'i cups bread Hot- yourself."
! whh a firm market. II? believes
Mrs. Aurelia Ripley
crumbs. 1 cup highly seasoned chicken
that Maine is an ideal territory for
South Thomaston, Oct. 27.
stock seasoned with onion and bay
turkey raising and that every ef
leaf, 2 cups cream, whipped. Cook
fort should be made to promote the
Modern design has caught up with
fowl and cut in small pieces. Mix
industry. He expects the University
chicken stock and bread crumb, to the grand piano, and a recent show
of Maine College of Agriculture to
ing
at
the
Paris
exhibition
showed
gether and fold in whipped cream
“
contlnu? to produce valuable re
416
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
Place in buttered carserole and bake a grand piano with straight- forward,
search on turkey raising."
clean
lines.
Bleached
or
pickled
30 minutes in a moderate oven. But
The growers association was or
tered cracker crumbs may be walnut and Philippine mahogany
THE "BALANCED' FLOUR—MAKES GOOD BAKING BETTER
ganized last August and has 50 munfinishes
were
favored.
Sprinkled on top. Serves 12.

Cooking Wild Duck

Gobblers Increase

Enjoyed The Show

Planning a Halloween party? Be sure to invite these
quality foods and show your guests what a wonderful
hostess you are. Our low prices put entertaining on
an economical basis.

PUMPKINS
finpD
UUEfl

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . each 15c

FRESH
DAILY

CONTENTS
GALLON

Qfi,
Z9C

DOUGHNUTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 doz 29c
CHEESE PSRLY .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 25c
FRESHLY SALTED PEANUTS, 2 lbs 29c
SUNSHINE

KING GEORGE COOKIES.. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 10c
SPRING LAMB LEGS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib
SPRING LAMB FORES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
RIB LAMB CHOPS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
PORK CHOPS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib
ROASTING PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
CHUCK ROAST.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
BONELESS RIB ROAST.. .. .. .. ..
lb
BONELESS POT ROAST.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb

25c
17c
25c
32c
25c
16c
25c
23c

YOUR CHOICE AT 35c
POUND
5c rUUIND

CUBED STEAK
BONELESS SIRLOIN
PORK STEAK
TOP ROUND STEAK

lb.

RUMP STEAK

35

t

A,

A

HAMBURG STEAK
STEWING LAMB

g! HJj/

BEEF LIVER
PIG LIVER

I

N

FRESH CRISP CELERY.. .. .. .. 2 bchs 19c
SWEET POTATOES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 10 lbs ?lc
ONIONS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 101b bag 27c
America’s Quickest Setting Dessert!

ROYAL DESSERT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 pkgs 15c
Or Try Royal Chcrclat? or Vanilla Pudding. On Sale AH This Week!

SUGAR.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 10 lb bulk 52c
LA TOURAINE COFFEE.................................... lb 27c
IMITATION VANILLA............................ 8 oz bot 10c
FRIENDS BEANS............................................ 2 tins 29c
DROMEDARY PITTED DATES....... 2 pkgs 25c

SNIDER CORN, packed in glass jar............... jar 10c
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR......................... 5 lb bag 27c

WELCHES TOMATO JUICE............ 2 pt bots 25c

If you’re like the men

CANDIES FOR YOUR PARTIES

we waited on last Sat

Ox Heart Peanut Butter Kisses.................... 2 lbs 29c

urday ... here’s what

Ox Heart Famous Whirl Kisses.................. 2 lbs 29c
GUM DROPS....................................................... 2 lbs 29c

you’re thinking today

HALLOWEEN WITCHERY

ARVGSTMOONroll
35c

GREGORY’S

PILLSBURY'S BEST

CHOCOLATE COATED CHERRIES, lb box 29c
ICE CREAM DROPS............................................ lb 17c
ASSORTED COCOANUT BON BONS .... lb 25c
SEAVEY’S FAMOUS

PEANUT BRITTLE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib box 21c
1 POUND FRANKFORTS
1 BOTTLE CHILI SAUCE

BOTH
FOR

J

ffcO/

SWIFT’S SILVER LEAF PURE LARD 4 lb pail 65c
SWIFT’S JEWEL COMP, LARD .... 4 lb pail 55c
SLICED OR CRUSHED

DOLE PINEAPPLE.. .. .. .. 2 No. 2 tins 35c
LIBBY'S FREE STONE ALBERTA

PEACHES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 No. 1 tins 29c
TRY THESE FOR SHORTCAKES

RED ALASKA SALMON.................................. tin 25c
FANCY MAINE PEAS................................. 2 tins 29c

SALT FISH BITS..,... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 21c
!»iinii»jHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniini|))ji))rjinm in inij1111111111111111111

RERRY’5
THERE
IS

>

AMP

THAT IS

ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER

fGO
”'
TAKE H0ME A BOTTLE
1 Hi O BEWARE OF IMITATfbjfS

Every-Other-Day

WALDO THEATRE

Rev. j. Charles MacDonald will be
the Rotary Club’s guest speaker to
morrow, which means of course the
fascinating story of his vacation trip
to the Holy Land, with motion pic
tures thereof.

iw OCTOBER 19371
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MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY”
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100

-

THURS.-FRI., OCT. 28-29
At
Matinees 2.30
Evenings at Eight
MADELEINE CARROLL,
RONALD COLMAN
in

“Prisoner Of Zenda”

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 29 (3 to 8 30)—Educational Club
plrnlc at Mrs Emma Bradstreet's, 57
Sutfolk street.
___
Oot. 29—Knox and Lincoln Kents HUI
Club holds banquet at Hotel Rockland.
Oot 30—Lincolnville—Concert at Tran
quillity Orange hall by Air Line Boys.
Oct. 31—Hallowe'en.
Oct 31—State-wide Lions field day at
Camden CCC Camp.
Nov 1-30—Deer hunting season ln sev
eral counties Including Knox, Lincoln.
Waldo and Hancock.
Nov. 5—Thomaston—High School minstrel show at Watts hall.
Nov
5—Thomaston—Inspection of
Mayllower Temple, Pythian Sisters.
Nov. 7-29—Knox County Spiritual Re
covery Crusade at Community Building.
Nov. 11—Armistice Ball ln Community
Building, auspices
Wlnslow-Holbrodk
Post. A. L.
Nov. 12—Appleton—Community Club
beano party at Grange hall.
Nov. 15—Republican Ward Caucuses
Nov 17—Anderson Camp Auxiliary
fair at Grand Army hall.
Nov. 17—Republican Mayoralty Cau
cuses
Nov. 19—Knox County Fish and Game
Association holds membership meeting
In Thomaston.
Dec. 8—Rockport—Annual Christmas
fair of Methodist Ladles Aid.
Dec 31—New years Eve—Milk Fund
Ball at Community Building, auspices
Rockland PTA.

-i

SATURDAY, OCT. 30
Matinee 2.30
Single evening show at eight
DOLORES DEL RIO.
PETER LORRE
in

“LANCER SPY”
Also Installment 1 of serial—
Frank Burk's "Jungle Menace"
SUNDAY, OCT. 31
Matinee 2.30
Single evening show at eight
JOAN FONTAINE,
NINO MARTINI
in

“MUSIC For MADAME”
Benefit Performance

Harriet Adelia (Hall) widow of i
Parks Buker, died yesterday at the
age of 94 years and 10 days. Funeral
services wlll be held at her late'
residence on Camden street Friday at
2 p. m. Obituary deferred.
Work Vias already begun on the
kelp plant at Crockett’s Point, where
one of the large buildings leased from
the lime company is being remodelled
to suit the kelpmen's requirements.
The work Is in charge of Frank Mur
phy of Portland, who was the con
struction head of Rockland's Com
munity Building. William Wood is
general manager for the kelp con,cern.

Henry P. White, veteran Farmington editor, died at his home yester
day, aged 77 years. He leaves besides
; his wife, a son, Robert F. White of
Farmington; two daughters, Mrs.
Lawrence Trumbull of Boston and
Mrs. Albert Thurston of Rockland, a
grandson, Robert F. White, Jr. of
Farmington, and a granddaughter,
Virginia Trumbull of Boston. Fur
ther obituary mention will appear in
| this paper.

MON.-TUES., NOV. 1-2
iNo Matinee
Single evening show at eight
JANE WITHERS
in

The 46th annual convention of the
1 Maine State Christian Endeavor
Union will be held in Portland, Fri
day, Saturday and Sunday, and will
be attended by several delegates from
“WILD AND WOOLY”
this city. The annual message of the
Also
president will be delivered Friday
MARCH OF TIME, NO. 2
night. A conference on "The Deity
, of Christ" will be conducted by Rev.
There will be a dance Thursday j. Charles MacDonald Saturday,
night at Mt. Pleasant Grange hall ; The convention supper will be served
with Woodcock's music.
' at 6 o’clock Saturday evening. At
------7.30 p. m., there will be Scripture
Laforest Poland of Waldoooro paid , reading and prayer by Mr. MacDona fine of $100 and costs Tuesday, after | aid The presentation of awards will
being convicted in Municipal Court 1 be raade at 7.30 Sunday night,
of drunken driving.
------------) The Spiritual Recovery Campaign
District Deputy Edgar A. Ames in- prayer meeting committee has anspected Rockland Lodge. F.A.M pounced the following places where
Tuesday night and witnessed work prayer meetings are to be held Friday
on the M.M. degree.
Mrs. Mary Gross. 10 Rear Holmes
street; Mrs. Pearl Studley, 45 Ocean
The Welfare Department enriched street; Mrs. Margaret Adams, 117
local larders this week with 13.550 North Main street Mrs. Austin
pounds of apples and 4415 pounds of Smith, 48 Grace street; Mrs. Hattie.
sweet potatoes—surplus commodities. Brown. 730 Main street; Mrs. Lewis
Hastings, Gay street place. These
Rev Henry E. Ulmer and family
meetings will be held at 2 o'clock
of East Vassalboro are making a short
lasting for half an hour. All in the
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph P.
neighborhood of these places are cor
Conant.
dially invited to attend. The church
Fales Circle will meet with Mrs. bells will ring at 2 o'clock, and all
| Laura Boynton Friday afternoon for praying people are urged to offer a
' a quilt tacking. Picnic supper will prayer for the success of the Spirit
be served at 6 and a business session ual Recovery Crusade.

The executive committee for Rock
land’s big Hobby Show includes the
names of many prominent people.
In addition to the executive commit
tee there will be a large number of
departmentalized committees, who ,
will be named as rapidly as possible. 1
Tlie general chairman is Rev. Corwin
H. Olds, who has advocated a hobby
show ever since coming to Rockland
AT
Other members of the executive com
mittee include: Mrs. Donald Hanley.
Mrs. Carl F. Snow, Mrs. Harriet
Frost, Mrs. Vivian Hewett, Mrs. Hora
tio Cowan, Mr. and Mrs. Carl SonnI tag. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Bird, Major and Mrs.
MAIN ST. AT LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
George Blaney, Carl Duff, and a few
Look this list over and visit ethers who will be named in a few
days.

F eature
Values

4^

CORNER
DRUG STORE

our store to find hundreds
of other Drug Store Bar
gains.

NUJOL
8 ounce,
16 ounce,
32 ounce,

41c
59c
98c

$1.00
SUN-GLOW

COD LIVER OIL
69c
35c
PINE TAR

COUGH SYRUP
,
25c
25c
DR. WEST’S

Shop at This Store

Saturday, October 30th
FIVE FLOORS OF STYLE MERCHANDISE!

MARGARET FLANAGAN

j Miss Margaret Flanagan who has
FIVE FLOORS OF VALUE MERCHANDISE!
' been a teacher of music in the Port' land Public Schools for the past 17
FIVE FLOORS OF SERVICE!
' years died at Queen's Hospital in
Portland Oct. 17 after a month's 111' ness, following a serious accident
This store was founded and is growing on the principle not
from which she failed to rally.
1 She was a graduate of the Rock
of how much we can get but on how much value we can
land High School and LaSalle Semi! nary and a student of Columbia
give!
University.
Many will gratefully remember her
for the free Instruction given to them
who, having musical talent were,
thereby, aroused to develop lt. Her
life exemplified an abiding faith, an
eternal hope, and a genuine charity.
Miss Flanagan taught in the ele
mentary schools of Rockland and
was organist at St. Joseph's Parish
In Lewiston for over 12 years before f?amiliar Names Figure In
going
to Portland
where she
served
..
as a most
conscientious
teacher
of
This ,Interesting
Article
Procure your Christmas and Home Silver NOW, this

Old Church Days

music since September, 1919.
Besides many nieces and nephews ;
she is survived by two sisters, Sister
Mary Cecelia, Supt. of Madagan Memorial Hospital at Houlton, and Miss
Annie E. Flanagan of Portland. She
was a sister of the late John H.
Flanagan of Rockland.
She was a member of Sacred Heart
Parish, and a member of Portland
musical clubs.

By Mr. Beverage

------Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Sometimes we like to turn back the
pages of our life and see what we
And recorded in them In the days of
long ago. As someone has said in the
“horse and buggy days" and in mem
ory I can see the old church as lt
was in those days, with its box pews.
I can just remember when it was
Cold Capsules, 50c size .39
made over, some 70 years ago. The
Cod Liver Oil Tabs,
old box pews that we children could
A “MADE” DESSERT
1.25 size,
.89
be shut up in.
“My family feels just a little bit
i am Informed that there is one,1
Aspirin, 1 00 tabs,
cheated
if
we
don
’
t
have
a
'made
’
o
f
not more, of such churches stand50c size,
.39
dessert,” writes a woman. “This used ing now ir. the State. (We still find
Nyseptol Mouth Wash,
to be rather a nightmare on busy some of the old panels of the pews In
16 ounce,
.39 days until I discovered the miracles town.) And as I think of the peoMineral Oil, 16oz., .49 that could be wrought with canned pie that attended church there in the
A limited number of inland fishing
fruit and a package of fruit-flav- days of my childhood all gone, most
Kleer-a-HeadInhalent, .50
laws may be obtained at Sheriff Ludcred gelatin. Here is one of them:
of them many years ago, but as I rewick's office
Layered Peach and Banana Mold: member them and the sacrifices they
$1.15
1 package lime-flavored gelatin. 1 made for the church they loved, I can
The Rockland Theatre Guild will
SCOTT'S EMULSIONpint hot water, 1-2 canned sliced but think that such as they helped
meet tonight at 7.30 in the West
peaches. 1 banana, sliced. Dissolve make North Haven a good place to
Room at Community Building.
gelatin in hot water. Arrange sliced live in now.
peaches on bottom of mold. Pour on
gamuel Brown is one of the first
will follow.
The Preacher and His Wife—Pastor
Pleasant Valley Grange will be
gelatin, being careful not tc disar- deacons I can remember, and well I
range peaches. Add banana. Chill remember him. As he took charge
hosts to St. George Grange Tuesday
Mrs. Phyllis Leach has been elect and Mrs. Kenneth H. Cassens of
ELECTRIC
until firm. Unmold. Garnish with 0( the meetings, many many times,
night when they confer the third and ed a teacher in the McLain building Parkman—will return to the air
whipped cream if desired. Serve.' while he was not a brilliant speaker,
fourth degrees on seven candidates. to fill the vacancy caused by the Wednesday, Nov. 3. Their program
six.
,
you knew that what he said came
resignation of Mrs. Lucy G. Lowe, of Hymns of Fifty Years Ago will be
broadcast from the Waterville Studio
Guaranteed
-----------------from the very heart of the man.
Frank B. Averill, a well known resi who goes shortly to reside in Shel
of WLBZ. As during the summer,
One of the most effective dining
Then came Deacon Samuel Y.
dent of the Southend, died this morn burne, Vt.
their program will Include in addition
rooms recently noted by Modern Crockett, and well can I remember
ing at the age of 93 years. Privatei
The DAR. broadcasts from to the old hymns, “Hidden Gold"
Home Institute has aquamarine walls him, as he led the meetings. He was
funeral services will be held at 2 p. m.
WHEB
will be given at 3.15 p. m. bc- i hymns, gospel songs, or choruses
$1.23
with “blonde" modern furniture of a good speaker and a fine tenor (
Sunday.
, ginning tomorrow. Please note the , written and sent in by listeners. LisCilERRON
Philippine Mahogany. The chairs singer. With him were Deacon HanI change in time. On this date, Mrs. teners' words will be set to music, or
have aquamarine leather seats. Pink son T. Carver, and Deacon Albert G.
Zenas Melvin is at Warren substi
their words and music arranged for
end cherry checked voile curtains are Beverage, my father. Deacon Hantuting for Mrs. Carrie Smith, while i Eva Morgan, State vice regent, and broadcast, and put on the air from
and
used with an oval white rug. and the son T. Carver took charge of many
she is having her vacation from th<? Miss Clara N' Fogg' State raJl°
week to week during this program.
whole effect is remarkably cheery, of the funerals as a speaker, and but)
Warren branch of the Knox County chairman, will present a conversaI tional program with “New Hamp Courier-Gazette readers are invited
-----------------very few preachers could speak more
Trust Company.
shire's Ancient Grants" as subject. to try their hands at original songs
card of thanks
comforting words than Deacon Carof a religious nature, and to send the
Slncerc appreciation and thanks are 1 r of Deacon Albert O. Beverage,
extended to all who appeared on tbe
The National Grange Go-toAnother Friday football game is results to The Preacher and His
program o- helped ln any way at thn of course, to me he was the deacon
Church Sunday will be observed all (scheduled for this week, and once Wife, care of WLBZ, Waterville.
reception given Monday night at Orand
50c
Army hall lor the department president 'DCinb m) iameri.
over the country Nov. 14. Limerock j more coach Matheson's boys have
Mrs Priscilla Smith, president D.u.v.
of the members I can but speak
Valley Pomona and Its subordinate their work cut out for them, as
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald's Holy
------------------------------------------------ of a few of them here. Benjamin J
Granges will attend in a body the Rockland's opponent will be the Gar Land lecture found eager and Inter
Acts Four Ways
Ames was one of the members who
morning service at the First Baptist diner High School team, which is ested listeners at the Lions meeting
“Sweeiten it with Domino could make a prayer that all could
Church.
yesterday
noon.
Because
of
the
composed ot “five-minute eggs"—a
Refined inU.S.A.
hear w it bout ear-trumpets. I wish
real football team, with a real Lmited time tlie pastor condensed
for
we had more that could pray like
The |Knox County chess and check punch. Rockland may reasonably be his lecture in a nutshell, and showed
baking
,lb
Mr. Ames, as though they meant lt. I
er Club will meet at the home of expected to be on the losing end. but onb' Part
sc'era^ reels of mo- rerajHiaiarejHrdrajHJzraararzfziafH
ginger
He did not have to memorize hLs
Frank Gardner. 204 Rankin street will contest every step of the way. tion Plctures which he made on h*
bread
prayers, and repeat them.
Friday night at 7 o'clock. All are
___ _
| memorable vacation tour. A report
BORN
apples
I will speak of a few members and
Five nickel machine operators were ' of the lecture is not given at this I cummjnos—At Brewer, oet. 26. to
invited. A new member. Everett
beans 1
non-members, that used to attend ln
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Cummings, formerOney, a new chess player, was add sadder and wiser Tuesday after because it was quite fully covered in | ly
fe: i those days. John G. Brown and
ham i
of Rockland, a daughter,
ed to the membership last week.
Judge Z. M. Dwinal had considered connection with Mr. MacDonald's re- anastasia- At Rockiairi. Oct. -. to
wife. Levi Wooster and wife. Oliver
their various cases. In all Instances cent appearance before the Baptist : Mr and^lrs Anthony Anastasia, a son.
Brown and wife, Hanford Beverage
____________
Brought up in an atmosphere of the machines and punch boards were Men's League. But every moment of
and wife. Alvin Beverage and wife,
it
was
enjoyed,
particularly
as
the
granite and identified with one of consigned to the scrap heap, and
MARRIED
James G. Verrill and wife, Ezra Anthe largest manufacturing companies thelr financial contents were confis Rockland Lions Club was the f’rst to GAONE-YATTAW—At Warren. Oct. 23.
; nis and wife, J. G. Coombs and wife,
by
Rev.
Howard
A.
Welch.
Joseph
be
thus
honored.
Guests
yesterday
in New England, William T. White cated by the county. Atop of that
Gagne of Augusta and Miss Dorothy
James Webster and wife, Ira Web
is now learning the arts of poultry each operator was fined $25 and were Rev. Henry E. Ulmer of Vas
Yattaw of Warren.
ster and wife, John T. Brown and
salboro
and
Stewart
Burgess
Esq.
raising. He has a fine flock of tur costs. The respondents were Thomas
wife. Benjamin Beverage and wife,
DIED
keys, and his hen's eggs are finding a Economy, C. Simmons. Stephen Alex. The League voted to take 40 member
John W. Beverage and wife, John
ships
in
the
Parent
Teacher
Asso

ready market.
Charles Ronco and Arthur Smalley.
BUKER—At Rockland. Oct 27, Harriet
Mullin and wife. Winthrop O Wa
Hall, widow of Parks Buker. aged 94
The seizures were made by Patrol ciation and many members agreed
years. 10 days. Funeral Friday at 2
terman and wife, John Waterman
to attend the Lions get-together at o'clock from residence, 256 Camden
All Day Turkey Shoot, Oct. 31, at men Chapman, Price, Emery and
and wife, Cyrus Carver and wife,
street.
Sadler, who also made several other Camden Hills CCC Camp next SunG. O. Winslow's, West Waldoboro.—
AVERILL—At ftockland, Oct. 28. Frank
J
Henry L. Smith and wife, John Wa
B Averill, aged 93 years. 2 months. 3
raids, but without results. Nine day. The meeting will be in the
adv.
128*129
terman and wife, and many other
days
Privatp funeral Sunday at 21
form
of
sightseeing
tour
with
soft
machines, valued at approximately
p. m. Interment 1 Sea View cemetery
men who came without their wives, as
ball and shooting matches as in BLACKINGTON—At New Bedford. Mass,.
$750 were seized.
their wives had to stay at home to
Oct. 27. Lizzie C . widow of Albert H '
Mt. Pleasant Grange. West Rock
cidentals. Hot fish chowder will be
Blackington. aged 78 years. Interment
care
for little children.
port. Dance every Thursday night.
Writes Bill Geagan in the Bangor served.
ln Warren.
In those times you did not havs io
Prize waltz this Thursday. Wood News: "Commissioner Rodney E.
go to thc market Saturday night to
cock's Music. Floor much better. Feyler of the Sea and Shore Fish
IN MEMORIAM
"Exhibition and sale of exquisite
get your Sunday dinner. I th'ik
In loving memory of Mrs. Emma M. ]
Come one and all.—adv.
eries Department, has closed the color engravings by French artists of Beaton
who died Oct. 22. 1931.
about every family in town had baked
Kennebunk and Mousam RifSrs to renown 60c to $15. Limited period. Into each life some rain must fall.
beans and brown tread for dinner.
Seme grief provoke a tear;
commercial fishing for striped bass. What Not Gift Shop.”—adv.
But through the parting clouds at last.
There are many more names not
The rainbow will appear.
He has also set a daily bag limit of
mentioned, of families that attended
So may the sunshine filter through
five fish. Three cheers to Commis
, The clouds that overshadow you.
church, but spies does not permit me
sioner Pqyler. He would do well to
I Daughters. Harriet and Maudle Beaton.
to write more at this time.
I Sister. Mrs. Henry Colburn.
•
place a daily bag limit on the striped
<
Frank Beverag*.
bass in the Penobscot. Large catches
CARD OF THANKS
North Haven, Oct. 27.
have been made in and below the
We acknowledge with deep apprecia
tion and sincere thanks the kind expres
Salmon Pool the past two years. Some
sions of sympathy as expressed by dear
Thc “Dry Bean Situation," a fort
AND
friends and neighbors in the floral trib
boats took more than 20 fish. No
nightly newsletter for farmers and
MORTICIANS
utes. and the use of cars at the funeral
person or family can possibly need
AMBULANCE SERVICE others Interested in this commodity,
of our brother.
Abbie Feyler and Mary Rice.
that many fish. A half dozen a day
Ambulance Service
is now available without charge
I cn-tuia
seems ta fair bag. The striped bass i
from the University of Maine Ex
TELS.
390
AND
781-1
wonderful fish."
* is a w
CARD OF THANKS
tension Service. Orono, Maine. Other
I wish to sincerely thank the Dorcas
|361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND Circle
commodity letters of the Extension
of Kings Daughters for the box
TEL.
662
I American
Amer
Legion Auxiliary will ]
of fruit so kindly sent me during my
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND Service Include the "Poultry Situa
119-tf Illness.
RANKIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME- j serve a public supper Saturday Right'
98tf tion,’’ and the "Potato Situation.”
Mrs. Inez Libby.
123-Th-t
Th~tf I at Legion
Lcgi
hall, price 25 cents.—adv J
Warren.

TOOTH PASTE
19c

NYAL SPECIALTIES

COD LIVER OIL
98c
HEATING PAD

$2.50

Hot Water Bottles

Fountain Syringes
98c

LEIGHTON’S SILVER CLUB
new, easy way. Ask for details
Inspect Our New Complete
SILVER AND HOLLOW WARE

including all patterns of
COMMUNITY PLATE, ROGERS, AND HOLMES
& EDWARDS STERLING SILVER

featuring
MODERN CLASSIC, LAFAYETTE AND
MARY CHILTON
Visit Our Store and See the New Gift and Novelty
Stock

KARL M. LEIGHTON
JEWELER
375 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 654-W
Watch and Clock Repairing Promptly Done
One Hour Service on Jewelry Repairs

A.YEAR’S
Have you had a cold yet ? Lots of folks have. Keep
dry and warm and perhaps you'll escape it. And we
have the goods to keep you comfortable.
A GOOD WARM UNION SUIT—Heavy Cotton
$1.00, $1.25
PART WOOL UNION SUIT
............................. .....
$1.98
HAIF WOOL UNION 'III ....................................................... $3.25
ALL WOOL UNION SUIT .......................................................... $4.75
HEAVY COTTON SHIRTS OR DRAWERS ......................... 75c. 98c
ONE-THIRD WOOL SHIRTS OR DRAWERS ..... ................. $1.98
FLANNEL SHIRTS
$1.00, $1.75, $2.50. $5.00
HEAVY WOOL PANTS ................................
$3.75. $5 1)9
WOOL JACKETS OR COATS—Of All Kinds $3.75, $6 50, $750. $10 00
HEAVY WOOL PULL-OVER SWEATERS
$2 00. $3.00, $5.00
BOYS’ JACKETS ............ . ............. ......................... $2.98, $5.00. $6.00
BOYS' SCHOOL KNICKERS .................................. $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
BOYS’ SCHOOL LONGIES ................................. .... $2.00. $3.00. $2.75
BOYS’ RAIN COATS ............................................... $2.50, $3.00, $3.50
Corduroy Panic arc great seUcrs at this time of year for both
men and boys. They are wonderful wearers and will keep one warm
and comfortable. Try a pair!

WILLIS

AYER

ANTACID POWDER
39c

\fyomino VomiM

USED CARS
BOUGHT

BURPEE’S

SOLD

MILLER’S GARAGE
GE

Russell Funeral Home

A

1

JAMESON’S SPECIALS
Fancy Native Fowl................................................. lb

30c

Little Pig Pork Roasts ......................................... lb

28c

Sweet Pickled Ham, sUced to fry.................... lb

50c

This ham is delicious.

Special Genuine Spring Lamb—
Lamb Legs .................
lb 25c
Lamb Fores ......................................................... lb
18c
Lamb Fores if boned......................................... lb 19c
Kidney Lamb Chops............................................. lb 45c
Rib Lamb Chops ............................................... lb 40c
Lamb Flank........................................................... lb 10c

Jameson’s Home Made Sausage.......................... lb

32c

Leadership Shoulders ............................................ lb

28c

This ls a new low price on these wonderful shoulders.

Pocket Honeycomb Tripe....................................... lb

18c

New Prunes, fancy extra large............ 2 lb pkg

25c

New Prunes, medium sized.................... 2 lb pkg

17c

12 oz. can Hormel Spiced Ham..................... can

39c

Nice to fry or for randwlehes. You should try it.

Salada Tea, Red Label..........................1-2 lb pkg

42c

Handsome Cranberries ................................. 2 qts 25c
New Lot Famous Chocolates......................... box 39c
Green’s Peppermint Patties....................... lb box 25c
Aroostook U. S. No. 1 Green Mt. Potatoes,
100 pound bag.................................................. ......
98c
Johnsen’s Y. E. Beans............... qt 15c; peck 1.00
Dinty Moore Beef Stew........ ........................... can 20c
A nice meal for four people.

Large Cans Collins’ Hulled Corn.........................

21c

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 17
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With Extension Agents
AND THE

AT THE PARK FRIDAY-SATURDAY

/]

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

1

HELP
KIDNEYS PASS
3 LBS. A DAY

AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY j
“FIT FOR A KING”

Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 nules
of tiny tubes or filters whten help to purify the
blood and keep you healthy. Moat people pass |
about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting
and burning shows there may t>e something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
An escesa of acids or notions in your blood,
when
___ to
_____________
,_________
ben due
functional______
kidney
disorders,, may
be the cause of nagging backache, rheumatic
pains, leg pains, lose ol pep and energy, get
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under
the eyes, headaches and dissiuess.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40
years. They give happy relief and will help the
15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
waste from your blood, (iet Doan's Pills.

Agriculture
i Ing the meeting and Mrs. Altha l erage. Dana Herrick, and Jenness
A P Allen. E. N. Hobbs, and Allie Marsh, Mrs. Stella Doe. and Mrs. Eugiey.
Dunton of Hope furnished the apples i Elizabeth Carney on the dinner com-I
Already we have 120 enrollment
for the fruit exhibit at the Annual mlttee.
! cards for 1938 in the office and Pro
Meeting of the Farm Bureau.
of
Work from
three
‘'Breadmaking" will be the subject ^ras
Boothbay
Gainers
of
of
the
leader
meeting
In
North
Edgeclubs
the
County Agent Wentworth and
of
r__ comb, Nov. 2. Mrs. Evelyn Gray and Boothbay: the Jolly Toilers
Ivan Scott, of Waldoboro are planning to take samples of soil from Mr. Mrs. Ruth Haggett have charge of George s River Rd.: and the Junior
Scott's blueberry fields to determine the meeting.
Other communities Sunshine 4-H of Simonton.
Let s
through a careful analysis by Dr. D. holding these meetings next week double the record by County Contest
£. Fink of the Experiment Station, are: Rockport, November 2, at Mrs. time.
Orono, what elements are lacking. Lizzie Smith s with Mrs. Inez Pack-I
In this way it may be possible to ! ard in charge. Mrs. Lizzie French1 The county contest will be held
find a fertilizer that will prove bene and Mrs. Packard will serve the din- this year ln the Waldoboro High
School auditorium on Saturday. The
ner at noon.
ficial to blueberry plants.
Hope. Nov. 3 at the grange hall program will start at 9:30. Movies
• • a •
Tester Norris Hamlin of the Dairy with Mrs. Florence Allen conducting w111 be shown in the forenoon and
during the afternoon there will be
Herd Improvement Assistant has the meeting. Mrs. Helen Pease and
Mrs Helen Wentworth are on the singing, a program put on by club
completed a year's work with the
members, announcing of county (
members of the association in the dinner committee.
South Thomaston. Nov. 4 at Miss champions and awarding of charters
county. He is now preparing a sum
mary of all herds. Already he has Mary Bartlett's. Mrs. Fred Ripley and s®a!s b>’ Miss Evelyn Plummer,
found several cows that will make will conduct the meeting and Mrs assistant state club leader.
Ruby Makinen and Mrs. Carolyn
SOO pounds butterfat for the year.
Davis will serve the dinner.
EAGLE
a • a a

NORTH HAVEN

William Calderwood was a busi
ness visitor Monday In Rockland.
Mrs. Hanson T. Crockett returned
Monday from two weeks' visit with
her daughter. Mrs. Dorothy Emerson,
in Augusta.
Rev. H. F. Huse was in Rockland
last Monday on personal business
James Craig and Marsha Hunt, w ho supply the love interest bi the Zane
and matters connected with the
Grey picture, “Thunder Trail,” which opens next Friday at Park Theatre,
library.
Gilbert Roland. Charles Bickford and J. Carroll Naish appear with the roMr. and Mrs. Tolman are visiting
Far from home are the two bitter rivals in ntrn sgathering Joe E. Brown
mantle team. The picture was directed by Charles Barton.—adv.
their son in Windsor, Vt.
and Paul Kelly in the new David L. Loew production for RKO Radio release.
Mrs. Harry Whitmore returned “Fit For a King." Joe's newspaper boss sends him away to a foreign king
place Oct. 12. in the First Baptist
VINALHAVEN
Monday from several weeks' stay at dom to cover a big story and practically hopes that he’ll never come back,
Church in Reading, Mass.
Muriel Isabelle Lenfest, daughter he home of her daughter Mrs. Fred while Kelly is a real go-getter who scoops Joe at every news break. Bul
UniotT Church Circle will serve sup
Hbward in Portland. While there when he scoops Joe about a brunette from the U.S.A., Helen Mack, who seems
per tonight at the vestry. House- of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lenfest was i
_ , —
,
.. . .
. __ .
- ._ D„t„!«he took several trips, one to Biddedestined to become Queen of the mythical kingdom, Joe goes to town and writ
keepers are: Evte Hennlgar. Sadie united in marriage to John Peter
„
r
ford and one to Massachusetts.
earns the title of “Scoops."—adv.
Cobb. Estelle Brown and Irma Hoi- MacLean, son of Mr. and Mrs.
What might have proved a fatal
Lester Shibles of Rockport is
Charles MacLean. also of Reading.
Frank Bracey is able to be out brook.
Bristol will hold a Rugmaking and
mishap occurred last Thursday as
building a new poultry house which
following a brief period of illness.
Mrs. Herman Crockett of North Mass. The officiating clergyman was
_
....... ,
„
,
.
.the Str. North Haven was docking.
will increase his housing capacity to Consider the Slip meeting Nov. 3. at
_
.
j
„
J
Erland
Quinn.
Edwin
Howard.
RusHaven
was recent guest of her aunt Rev. William T. Murphy, who used One
the
church
vestryMrs.
Florence
of the deck hands slipped and
ever 509 birds.
the
double
ring
service.
Mrs.
WllMrs.
Henry
Newbert.
Prentice has charge of the meeting sel1 Brown and Rupert Howard have
i fell into the water between the boat
,,
j ..
m t
... ..... ham Murphy sang ‘ I Love You
Mr. and Mrs. F L Roberts went
...
„ „ ...
and the wharf. The timely assist
There is a new circular available— and Mrs. Alice Oliver. Mrs. Harriet been on 8 flshlng ,r,P t0 Frenchboro.
Truly" and "Oh Promise Me; WesEmest Nickerson has been em- Tuesday to Boothbay Harbor.
ance of a fellow workman and Aus
“Hatch Chickens Early" which has Redonnett and Mrs Roberts will
I3
1
8
7
b
M
5
2
ley
Robinson
was
organist.
•
| ployed by Rupert Howard at Great
tin Joy probably saved the man from
been prepared by the Extension serve the square meal for health.
Mrs. Maxtne Jameson has returned
The
maid
of
honor
was
June
E.
Spruce Island the past week.
drowning.
(3
12
II
Service. A copy may be obtained at
from Knox Hospital.
10
9
Lenfest. a sister of the bride. There
Mrs. Wilbert Gove and sons. Wllthe Extension Service office. Rock
4-H Club Notes
William Williams has returned were S(X bridesmaids. The best man
17
lb
m
15
land or by writing- to County Agent
You will be interested to know h®11 and Eugene spent the weekend from a few days visit at Clark Island was Forest MacLean. brother of the Students Present Entertainment
Wentworth.
with friends and relatives in Cam
The High School play, “Aaron
20 p 21
The Seven Little Tailors held their grOom.
that since 4-H club work was started
TT
19
den and Rockland.
The
bride's
gown
was
white
duchess
Sllck
of Pumpkin Crick." presented
annual
get-together
Wednesday
in
the
United
States
about
twentyThe following communities in the
27
Mrs. James Quinn has returned night at the home oi A. E. Libby.
25 p 2b
21
2M
satin with veil of tulle and coronet Frida>’ night in Calderwood's hall atmembership campaign won their 30 five years ago. we have grown to an frrm „
-,ith frl(,nri, tn
i
traded
interested
Walter
Smith
and
Walter
Torcap
o
f
seed
pearls.
She
carried
a
boutra
j
cted
a
good-sized
and
Interested
points having obtained 75': renewals organization of more than 60.000 PorUa^d
So
il
29
the parts being taken
26
fason have returned to Whitinsville, qUet of white roses, lillies of the val audience,
"
and equaled their previous year's c]ubs wlth over 100 000 loca, ,eaderg
ley and sweet peas’ The maid of,reallstlcally' In ,he cast were Vlr'
Philp Brown of North Haven is Mass.
tt
1
32
membership: Rockland, Appleton.
Mr. and Mrs E. C. Macintosh went honor wore American beauty satin glnia Bevera8e Franklin Waterman.
and membership of over 1.145.000 guest of his mother-in-law, Mrs.
East Union Washington, Friendship,
Monday to visit relatives in Lincoln wilh matching hat, shower bouquet of Ann Dyer. Hugh Parsons. Ernest
3b
35
Warren. Jefferson. Aina, Edgecomb. boys and 8Ws 10 to 20 years of age. Alice Carver.
yellow tea roses. The bridesmaids Brown, Ida Wooster, and Beatrice
Montsweag. Bristol, and Damaris- Within the past twenty-five years' A surprise party was staged re- j
i7
y)
were gowned in aquamarine and car- Mills.
Eastern Star Inspection
cotta. The percent renewals for the over 7.000.000 rural boys and girls cently in celebration of the 70th
Between the acts, selections were
county is 74.8. Rockland leads all have taken part in these clubs in the' b,rtbday of Mrs AliC€ Carver. 22
The annual inspection of Margue- Iied Talisman roses.
4o
Ml
M2
........ . .................... .
eve
.
„„„
Following the ceremony a reception played by
High 80,1001 orchestra
communities with 71; Hope second United States alone and your club friends gathering at her home to | rite Chapter. O.E.S . was held Mon! tinder the leadershin of Miss Vireinia
onaer lne ieaue™»P oi miss Virginia
with 64; and Edgecomb third with 42.1 and each one of you are a part of p‘ay games enjoy refreshments and day with the grand matron. Mrs was held in the church parlors. The j Scales.
4b
M9
M7
The numbers were excep
bridal couple were assisted in re• • • •
this great organization. —A radio pa!s a •oc^ evening.
tionally
well
played
and
received
Lvle Woodard of Greenville, as in- ceiving by their parents. Mrs. Len53
50
52
51
talk by C. B. Smith, Extension ser•
With The Homes
specting officer. Grand Secretary Ma- fest wore ashes of roses lace and jheartJ aPplause as did other features
W
vice.
Leader meetings are scheduled
5b
DEER ISLE
Mrs. MacLean wore Burgundy velvet; !,nolud,ng harmonica duets by Vir
57
5T' 55
5b
be! DeShon of Portland. District Depw
next week on Clothing Accessories in
glnla
Joyce
and
Frances
Brown;
gui

both carried Talisman roses.
Hope holds a good record. There 1 Miss A. L. Jackson has closed her uty G. M.. Leah Davis of Thomaston
bl
the following communities;
b0
59
The wedding trip Included New tar solos. Roger Raymond; animal
Montsweag. Nov. 1 at Mrs. Rose iar€ three 4-H clubs in Hope and summer home here and returned to and sister Mrs. Helen Hallowell, also
impersonations,
Richard
Waterman.
Ycrk and Washington. D. C.
fc>5
61
Baker's. Mrs Baker. Mrs. Marion (they have all furnished 100r'r for j Newark N. J.
of Thomaston were present.
The bride Is a graduate of Stone The play was coached by Principal
Bailey, and Mrs Gladys Sherman are 1937. Much credit should go to the. Congratulations to Miss Kate C. j
Bragdon
and
Miss
Scales.
After
the
Work was exemplified in a credl- leigh College; the groom is a gradu
on the dinner committee. Mrs. Lll- leaders. Following are the names : Sylvester who reached her 90th birth- I table manner by: W.M.. Lucille CanHORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
ate of Malden Commercial School curtain call, a dance was held with
lian Fitch will conduct the meeting of club leaders and members: The day Monday. “Aunt Kate" reads | ver; W. P„ L. E. Williams; Asso- and is now emploved bv Swift & Co. the H,gh 80,1001 orchestra furnishing
13-Augmented
1-Dread
48-Steered wildly
Reports on "Consider the Slip" will ■ Alford Lake 4-H. leader. Miss Annie, -vithout glasses and enjoys perfect j ciate Matron. Nina Christie; A. P„
5—A Turk
4S-Combining form.
15-Note in Guido’s scale
Out oi town guests included Mr. thc music Members of the instruOther
17-Adjust
9-Evening (Poet.)
also be given.
M. Rhodes—members. Althea Wat. health.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Lenfest
of
Rochment
clrcle
are
Virg,nia
Beverage
j Curtis Webster;
Con.,
Dorothy
19- Tree covering
10-A water-proof cloth 50-Open (Poet.)
Boothbay. Nov. 2, at the grange son. Emma Mank. Lois Nichols.
pianist;
Grace
Beverage,
violin;
Clifford McVeigh and Errol Luf ' Thomas; A. Con., Flavilla Anderson, ester, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred
12-Ocean
52- Soft food for babies 20- Long grass stem
hall. The square meal for health Esther Norwood, Audrey Grassow. j kin left Friday for Miami. Fla., on a
23- Accumulated
14-Divulge
53-Tiny
secretary, Eleanor Gregory; treasur Jackson of Manchester. N. H.; Miss Junior Beverage, trumpet; Ernest
will be served by Mrs. Lizzie Barter Ruth Norwood. Verna Norwood. Earl
16-Mailed
54- Roving
24- A canning factory
motorcycle.
er Madeline Smith; chaplain. Cora Janice Pillsbury. Portland; Miss Ruth! Brown, clarinet; Richard Bloom.
18- Shade-tree
57-Gained
25- Broke suddenly
and Mrs. Elsie MacAuley. The meet- ; Norwood, and Vernard Merrifield. I
Peterson;
marshal,
Gertrude
Vinal;
!
D.
Pillsbury.
Concord.
N
H
;
Mr.
ahd
trombone;
and
Mlss
8oa,es
'
vlolin
19- Hinder
George Barbour was weekend guest
59- Move rapidly
27-Restful
ing is in charge of Mrs. Annie Adams. The .Hope Willing Workers, leader. |
pianist. Ola Ames; Adah. Josephine I Mrs. John West and daughter Ma- >and leader21- Born
60- Oriental
29- Shore
Nobleboro, Nov. 2. at the church Mrs. E. N. Hobbs, members— Barbara
,lls 8ralldparents Mr and Mrs.
A considerable sum was netted for
22- Girl’s name
61- Without moisture
30- Horse
Clayter;
Ruth,
Cleo
Shields;
Esther
mie
West.
Rosllndale,
Mass;
and
vestry with Mrs. Marlon Chapman Barrett. Mary- Herrick. Dorothy Bev- °°orge M- Dol
24—Is concerned
32-Fifteen hundred one
62- Prussian city
the
class
of
38
travel
fund.
2&-Large plant
83-Plural of goose
34- Terminate
and Mrs. Joseph Chapman serving erage, Clara Brownell, Estelle Bev- j Miss Dorothy Dunham ts employed Ida Libby; Martha. Ruth Arey; Elect, i Miss Ethelyn Strickland of Boston.
•
•
•
•
Avis Calderwood. warder Annice Car- |
____________
28- Printer'a measure
35- Harvest
the noon meal and Mrs. Margaret crage, Thelma Brownell, Pauline,, at the home of Louis C. Kirstein, reFelicitations to Newlyweds
VERTICAL
39- Walk
(Pl.)
ver; sentinel, Frank Rossiter. Candi
LINCOLNVILLE
Creamer in charge of the meeting. True. Harleth Hobbs. Marian Hobbs, altor in Bangor.
29- Hee!s over
40- Small candle
A reception and shower were tenddates
were
Hazel
Dyer
and
Elva
31- Sorrowful
1- A thoroughfare
41- Decorates
Camden. Nov. 4. at the Grange Bertha Pearse. and Anna Hart. The
Mrs. Courtney Eaton spent the
Rev.
Robert
Beecher
attended
a
reered
Monday
night
in
Library
hall
32- Mcmber of a
(abbr.)
43- Abide
Hall. Mrs. Sheldon will conduct the Hatchet Mountain Club, leader, Mrs I weekend at the Ocean View Hotel in Teele. Blanche Kittredge was so ent conference in Portland.
j to Mr. and Mrs. Austin Joy who were
monastic order
2- Mechanical device
44- Minglet
loist.
Hardy.
members
—
Vinal
Stonington.
meeting and Mrs. Martha Gross and Bessie
33- Tropical fruit
45- Alcoholic beverage
(Pl.)
Carl Mathews left Tuesday for Los recently married. An excellent proRemarks were made by the vlsltMr. and Mrs. Jewett Noyes, Mr.
35- Type of auto
Mrs. R H. Young will serve the Hardy, Philip Wentworth, Wilfred
3- Wander
47-Mineral spring
Angeles
after
passing
the
summer
at
gram
of
music,
readings
and
remarks
ings offlcers, after which Worthy Ma
36- Plural of penny
4- Wire measure
49-Combining form. Air
i Hobbs, Fredrick Brownell, Robert! and Mrs. Gordon MacKay and Donsquare meal for health.
the
Pottle
house.
was carried out. and the High School
37- River in Bohemia
5- End
51-Eneas (Fr.)
Sheepscot, Nov. 5, at Mrs. Lois Wright, James Wentworth. Royce nie were guests Sunday of Mrs. Wal- tron Lucille Carver in behalf of Mar
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Ross of Bel- | orchestra under the direction of Miss
39- Moved swiftly
6- Soon
53-Decline gradually
guerite
Chapter
presented
the
grand
Flve's with Mrs. Olive Dow conduct- Wright, William True, Elroy Bev- ter E. Scott.
40- Chinese plant
7- A flower (pi.)
55- Regret
matron with a beautiful gift to which fast were weekend guesU of Mr' and Scales, played three selections. The
42-Gave pleasure to
8- Wild (Scot.)
56- Cure hides
she responded in a gracious manner, j Mrs' A' M' Ross'
choir girls sang for their leader, Mrs.
44-Except
9- Rub out
57- Unit of work
Mrs.
Dora
Moody
is
visiting
in
Low

Joy.
11-Portion
46-Augments
58- Before
Mary L. Arey. a former secretary of
POULTRYMEN ARE HEADED FOR BIG SHOW
Mrs. Bunker read a humorous selec ------------------------------------------------- S
Margurelte Chapter presented a bou ell, Mass., and Exeter, N. H.
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Smith of tion. but just as she was about to
quet ot choice flowers to the grand
Viola
Kuhn.
They
were
accompan

Jamestown,
R.
I.,
passed
the
weekend
begin, her little black dog. Erastus.
secretary. Mabel DeShon, who re
s P EID
S A R A P A T
in town.
appeared in the hall and tried to ied on return by Mrs. Kuhn who will
sponded fittingly.
EL A S E
1 R E D
A R A
be
their
guest
for
the
winter.
Manley
Turner
returned
last
steal the show. Miss Scales played
While in town the grand matron „
AN T S
R E P O R T E R
was entertained bv W M.. Lucille ™ursday from 8 trip to North Caro- two violin solos with Marjorie Huse
E o N
A R R E S T
Carver. The grand secretary, dep He also vWted in Washington, serving as accompanist. Miss Huse
GROSS NECK
E
C
P
E
T
R N S
U
D. C„ and other places.
also sang two songs; other contribu
uty grand matron and Mrs. H.flowell
R E M O T E s T
F R S
Women of the Farm Bureau will tors to the program being Bonnie
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Eugiey
and
were guests of Secretary Eleanor
T E
S TE ED
A
A E
R
meet this afternoon at the Commun Quinn. William Emery and Donald children were visitors Sunday at
Gregory.
E R E C T O R S
BE D
ity room.
Stone who supplied guitar, vocal and James Stewart's at Broad Cove.
Preceding the Inspection a tur
E A R S
L 1 N E s
There is no school today owing to harmonica selections. The arrange
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Creamer and
key supper was served, the hall being
1 N T
AR 1 S E M
the State Teachers' Convention in ment was by the church committee. ehildren of Dutch Neck were callers
prettily decorated with colors appro
D I S T R 1 C T G A P E
Portland.
Mrs. Bunker, Herman Crockett and Tuesday at Melvin Genthner's.
1 T EM E G 1 S
priate to the five points. Festoons
1 L L
The air line Boys will sponsor a Miss Huse.
Mrs. Charles L. Eugiey recently
T E E
EV E S S ET s
were hung from center ceiling to the
concert and dance Saturday at Tran
After remarks, the bride and groom, visited her daughter Mrs. Villa Morse
four corners of the hall. Table decquility Grange hall. The “Singing with Mr. and Mrs. Stone and Capt. and children at the village.
orations were large vases of red ber
County will «*
be tea- and Mrs. Joy stood in the receiving
Mrs. Melvin Genthner was a Rock- have been at Charles Geele's home
ries and favors were small potted Smiths"
““ of
°\York
York/W
' land visitor last Thursday.
nlonte
onrl
va
vl
zx
—
tured
from
8
to
9
with
a
five-piece
or-1
line.
As
they
are
a
popular
young
on a recent visit.
plants and vari-colored candles On
chestra, four of the musicians being couple Mr. and Mrs. Joy were the
William Sprague and Jesse Jones
Woodrow Simmons was a Rockland
the supper committee were Hilma
children.
recipients of numerous useful and of Gardiner called Friday at Willis visitor recently.
Webster. Tena Christie. Beulah Drew
♦
attractive remembrances. Refresh Genthner's.
William Thorne has returned frome
Margie Chilles. Blanche Kittredge,
Mrs. Clarence Richards son Cyrus after visiting relatives and friends in
ments
were
served
and
the
company
NORTH
WASHINGTON
Elizabeth Ross, Clara Ross, Dor
at*? daughter Loraine and Melvin Massachusetts.
then enjoyed marching games.
ethy Billings. One hundred offlcers,
Robert Cunningham has employ
Genthner Jr. were guests Friday of
Melvin Genthner and son Charles
members and visitors were served.
ment with Mr. Hunt, an insurance
Charles Kaler in West Waldoboro.
WEST WALDOBORO
• • • •
have returned from Harbor Island.
agent, and accompanied the latter
Mrs. Charles L. Eugiey ,Mrs. Irvine
MarLean-Lenfest
Friday to Fort Fairfield, returning
Miss Isabel Kaler spent the nast , Genthner and children of West Wal- [
Vinalhaven & Rockland
A wedding of interest to many res Sunday. Mr. Hunt is located in this
week with her sister Mrs. Jack New- doboro and Mrs. Villa Morse and;
idents here, as the bride has been a vicinity for the present.
daughter of the village visited Sun
Steamboat Co.
big of Friendship.
summer visitor for several years and
William Lenfest and sister, Bertha,
day with Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carl
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Myron
Chase
of
ROCKLAND
her grandmother Mrs. Merritt Len- of Bath were visitors Sunday at M.
Dutch Neck were guests Tuesday ton of Woolwich.
HE most comprehensive display scientific wonder this year will be | “show girl of the year,” ls introiest, a resident of this town, took W. Lenfest's.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Eugiey
and
evening of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
of all vital phases of the poul daily hatches of “test tube chicks," j duced to the Hen of the Year by
The severe rainstorm of Saturday David.
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
daughter Christine made a visit Sun
products of artificially seminated ! her owner, Otto Ruehle, Pleasant
try Industry ever assembled in the
failed to dampen the party spirit of
day at Mr. and Mrs. Harold McFar
Service To;
Northeast is the aim of the third hens. The parent stock, separated Valley. N. Y. Although no hen with
Miss
Madeline
Eugiey
returned
35 merrymakers who feted Geral
land's in New Harbor.
annual Poultry Industries Exposi by hundreds of miles, never met. an official record of less than 300
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
home
Monday
from
the
Memorial
dine Jones on her birthday. A va
Sizing up the big tom turkey eggs per year can compete, com
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
tion, conducted under auspices of
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Delano of
SWAN'S ISLAND, AND
riety of lovely gifts were given Miss Hospital, Damariscotta.
I Friendship called Sunday on Mrs.
the Northeastern Poultry Produc (upper right) ls a No. 1 Consumer, petition Is keen this year for the
FRENCHBORO
Mrs. Jessie Bragdon and daughter Delano's sister Mrs. Melvin Genth
ers Council, which opens in the New York’s Mayor LaGuardia, who award that entitles the winning hen
Jones who was seriously injured in
Port of New York Authority Build ls again expected to visit the ex to queen lt over the exposition in a
FALL SCHEDULE
a recent auto crash at Razorville. Marjorie of Ipswich, Mass., are visit ner and brother Willis Genthner.
ing, 15th Street at Eighth Avenue, position for a few pointers on the gilded cage at the entrance.
just A Few Sips and—
Sidney Rines of Whitefield. N. H„ {
One gift—a radio—will be especially ing Mrs. Cora Genthner.
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
New York City, November 2 to 6 eating end of the poultry business
Miniature models of poultry
Like A Flash — Relief!
prized, as the recipient is obliged to
A.
M.
Harlow
Genthner
was
in
New
York
P. M.
is
visiting
his
brother-in-law
Harry
—such as the housewives and their farms, populated with real birds,
inclusive.
9.00 Arr. Rockland,
Lv. 2.15
remain in a cast and the musical in on a recent visit.
W. Creamer.
Poultry farmers from the 13 hubbies (lower left) are getting lend an “Alice ln Poultryland” at
Spend a few cents today at any pood
8.00 Arr. North Haven
Lv. 3.25
drugstore for a bottle of triple acting
strument will provide a pleasant way
Herbert Waltz is building a new
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kaler of West
northeastern states, from Maine from the experts teaching them
7.00 Arr. Stonington.
Lv. 4.35
BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE—take a couple of
mosphere to the breeder exhibits.
to
pass
the
time.
house.
through Virginia, will rub elbows how to select the guest of honor
doses and sleep sound all night long —
WaidTboro were callers on William
6.00 Lv. Swan's Island,
Arr. 5.10
Some
of
America's
outstanding
your
irritating
cough
of
bronchitis
is
un

for
Thanksgiving
dinner.
with thousands of egg- and poultrySumner Richards, Mrs. Charles
Read Up
Read Down
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Savage of Gross last Thursday.
der control.
Thousands of eggs will again poultry will be seen tn the standard
eating city dwellers before sueh
One little sip and the ordinary cough
Blake and son of Rockland called Salem, Mass., have been at their
Mrs. Eldora Gross and Mr. and
VINALHAVEN LINE
bred
exhibits
of
poultry
combining
Is
on
its
way
—
continue
for
2
or
3
days
scenes as these, registered by the compete In the Egg Show of the
Sunday on friends here.
home here for several days.
and often you'll hear no more from that
William K. Winchenbach were visit
A. M.
P. M.
Northeast (partial view shown in utility and perfection of breed type.
camera at the 1936 exposition.
tough old hang-on cough that nothing
Robert Cunningham and mother
9.20 Arr. Rockland,
Lv. 2.15
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield of ors Sunday in Pemaquid.
seems to help. Over 9 million bottles sola
The Baby Chick Show (upper center panel) another big attrac Consumer education demonstra
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
in cold-wintry Canada.
Arr. 3,20
Mrs. F. W. Cunningham made a shop Worcester. Mass., spent the weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Eugiey and
left) offers a preview of next tion. Lower right. Miss Artheda tions, lectures, radio broadcasts and
IH-tf
CORNER
DRUG
STORF
ping
trip
Monday
to
Waterville.
with
Mrs.
Sheffield
’
s
mother,
Mrs.
Miss Celia Euglpy of Kaler s Corner
Jester’s baby chicks. Included as a Lane of the 1936 Follies, chosen other features are scheduiail.
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Every-Other-Day

Hauling Them Out

ARTHRITIS VICTIM
QUICKLY RELIEVED
Sufferers from Arthritis, Sciatica,

TREMONT

HEADACHE
REMEDY

WARREN

Page Five
cording secretary, Mrs. Carrie R.
Smith; financial secretary, Mrs. Edna
Moore; treasurer, Mrs. Mildred Oam
mon; trustee. Percy Bowley; war
den, Mrs. Mildred White; conduct
ress, Miss Christine Starrett chap
lain. Miss M. Grace Walker; right
supporter of the noble grand. Miss
Adelle Peyler. left supporter of the
noble grand, Mrs. Nancy Clark; right
supporter of the vice grand, Mrs.
Annie Lehto; left supporter of the
vice grand. Miss Beulah Starrett;
insidg guardian, Miss Katherine
Starrett; outside guardian,
Mrs.
Laura Robinson.
Each member was privileged to
Invite one guest, and the Odd Fel
lows were also Invited guests. Re
freshments were served.

J. R. Meservey who was a patient at
Knox Hospital two weeks, has re
Penobscot Yacht Club Is
turned and ls Improving rapidly.
Now Widely Dispersed In
Neuritis and allied ailments resulting
Mr. and Mrs. David Starrett of
from over-acid conditions often flnd
Winter Quarters
Lynn, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
relief from pain and stiffness after
the flrst few treatments of RO-MARI
Johnson of Norwood, Mass, were
With the 1937 yachting season of I __eVen when all other prescriptions
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ansel
Penobscot Vacht Club fast becoming fail.
__ ________
J C . w.
of —
Bishop,
Calif ________
. writes: Enclosed
Hilt.
flnd $5 for which please send me one bottle
Interesting and poignant memories, of RO-MARI. Have used half of my first
Mr, and Mrs. Joseph Connell of Do
bottle and know that it has already helped
the fleet has now scattered, with j me considerable. I do not want to be without
ver,
N. H, passed the weekend with
RO-MARI. Please hasten this order.”
many of the craft already snugged j
RO-MARI is a scientifle alkaline
Mr. Connell's brother John K. Con
formula, designed to strike at the
nell.
down in winter quarters.
CAUSE of these painful ailments by
Mr. and Mrs. Selden Robinson
Of the 39 pleasure craft which ] neutralizing the poisonous acids so
often resulting in Arthritis and allied
spent Sunday with Mrs. Nlda Cope
claim Bangor or Brewer as their1 ailments Developed by a physician in
land and Mrs. Emily Seavey in
Ireland for use ln hls private practice,
home ports, but three were left ln j it has since been prescribed with ex
Thomaston.
results by eminent British
the water Tuesday night,—the cabin , cellent
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Spear of
doctors. Now available for the first
time
ln
this
country. RO-MARI offers
Brookline, Mass, were weekend vis
cruiser owned by Clarence P. Duran,
definite hope of real relief to sufferers
THE REASON BAYER
itors at Forrest Spear's,
the "Sea Fever,” Ralph B. Knott's j in America. If vou suffer—don't de
Teachers To Give Reports
ASPIRIN WORKS SO FAST
The morning sermon topic at the
lay! Give RO-MARI a chance to help
Drop
a
Bayer
Aspirin
tab

Parent-Teacher program will be
boat, and the “Alkit,” Alfred J. De- you as it has helped so many others.
let into a tumbler of water.
Congregational Church, Sunday will given Tuesday night at the Wom
For sale here exclusively by
By the time it hits the
lorie’s boat.
be. "Discussion of an Article, 'Why an's Club. Parents are invited to
bottom of the glass it is
CHAS. W. SHELDON, CO.,
disintegrating.
This winter Dyer's Cove has seemed
I Do Not Go To Church' ln a recent attend, and the teachers will give re
444 Main St.. Rockland
This speed of disinte
gration enables genuine
tc be a popular place for hauling out
SANFORD PHARMACY. Sanford
edition of The American Maga sumes of department work at the
BAYER Aspirin tablets to
the yachts. There will be found the
start "taking hold” of
zine." In the evening Rev. H. I. Maine Teachers' Convention, Port
headache and
similar
flagship of the Penobscot Yacht Club
Holt will address the Forget-me-not land.
pain
a
few
minutes
after
SOUTH THOMASTON
taking.
fleet,—the Viking, owned by Dr.
Girl Scout Troop.
The Knox County Teachers Con
Maurice P. King of Bangor. There Mrs. Annie Dennison entertained
Several from here attended the vention and the summer meeting In
All people who suffer occasionally
also Is Harry Bartlett's "Scamp.” Joe Friday at a fishing party Mrs. Ruth
recital Monday at the Unlversallst Chicago of the National Education
from headaches ought to know
Curtis "Ledoma,'' Walter Aiken's , Maxey, Mrs. Doris Maxey and Mrs.
vestry, given by pupils of Miss Mar Association will also be reported dur
this way to quick relief.
"Determination”, and Al Weed's Olive Fales of Thomaston, Mrs. Mary
garet Stahl.
ing the the program, with Prank D.
At thc first sign of such pain,
"Alert.” The "Alert" was hauled out Jordan of Rockland and Mrs. ElizaThe sermon topic Sunday morning Rowe superintendent of schools, giv
take two Bayer Aspirin tablets
ou yesterday's extremely high
)beth Milchell. Although Mrs. Jordan
at the Baptist Church will be “The ing an account of the latter, which he
with a half glass of water. Some
Four have been hauled out near was honor guest, lt being her birth
Mountain Full of Horses and Char attended as delegate.
times if thc pain is unusually
the club slip in Brewer. These in day, Mrs. Ruth Maxey carried off
SOMERVILLE
iots." Roger Teague will be soloist,
The meeting is to be held Tuesday
severe, one more tablet is neces
clude "Lillian." Phil Adams' craft, the fishing honors. Mrs. Dennison
his song, “I Come to Thee” (Roma). Instead of the customary flrst Thurs
sary
later,
according
to
directions.
George Wright and !H. C. Brown
the snug cruiser "Dixie," owned by served djnner ftt the close Qf the tr,p
Church school will meet at noon and day ln order that the gathering may
If headaches keep coming back
Roland Barter, club steward; Louis; Mrg EUzabeth Babb Mrs pionbell were business visitors Tuesday in
Christian Endeavor at 6.15. Rev. be favored with Mr. Rowe's talk, as |
wc advise you to see your own
Young’s “C. L. Cobb, and Maurice Allpn and Mrs Lena 81mmons spent Sidney.
Howard A. Welch will speak at night he will attend a meeting of the Naw
physician. He will look for the
Mrs. Marion Brown and daughter
Ulmer s "Tarpon.
Thursday with Mrs. Miriam Selon "Men of Purpose.”
England Superintendents' Associa
cause in order to correct it.
were in Augusta Tuesday on busi
Other members of the local fleet
The Help One Another Circle of tion Nov. 4-5 tn Boston.
are distributed between Winterport,
Mf and Mrs gcott Klttredge of ness.
Kings Daughters will meet Monday
In charge of the program are Mrs.
Frederick Light was married Oct. 3
Castine and Dark Harbor.
Portland were in town over the weeknight with Mrs. Ella Caler.
Alena Starrett, Mrs. Alice Mathews,
io Miss Flora Lane. They makJ their
In Winterport, at the yacht basin, pnd
Mrs. Austin Moody recently enter Mrs. Florence Davis. Mrs. Alice Watts
are James D Maxwells 'Margaret.
Amos Norton ls having improve- home in Fryeburg where Mr. Light
tained the Breakfast Club at Moody's
and Mrs. Grace Campbell.
taken from the water on Sunday's mente and alteratjons made on hif ias employment in the A.&P. store.
Whim on the Georges.
Mrs.
Alphena
Brown,
son
Charles
!
high tide. W. M. Freese's "Three home. Running water has been inMiss Dorthy Yattaw of this place
ORFF S CORNER
Brothers” is also at the Winterport sla]led and a new kitchen is being ind granddaughter Shirley made a
and Joseph Gagne of Augusta were
zlslt Saturday in Augusta
yard. There, too, is Edward J. Con built.
married Sunday afternoon by Rev.
Miss Elsie Pullen has been visiting virtually
cent a tablet Howard A Welch at the Baptist par Mr. and Mrs. Myron L. Hutohtns
quest's "Siesta." recently the victim I At the last beano party of the series
entertained relatives from Massa-!
it
the
home
of
Evelyn
Light
and
____________
of an unfortunate incident near held Friday night at the Grange hall
sonage.
chusetts over the weekend.
Stonington, and towed up river aftgrand prlK #
glas£ Virginia Light for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Moody were
CUSHING
Mrs. James W. Hall of Elmor* is
Mr. snd Mrs. Charles French were
er temporary repairs had been tastl-1 casserole went t0 Arline Hopkins
guests several days recently of friends guest of her daughter Mrs. Albert B '
•allers
Monday
on
her
sister,
Mrs.
tuted on the beach.
Leland Killeran
ln Bingham.
„ | The prizewinners for the evening
Elwell.
I
At Castine is the yawl "Tasman,' were Louise Rackliffe. Mrs. Walsh. Maude Skillings in Benton.
Virgil Hills who attended the an
The community was shocked upon
The hallowe'en party for the Sun
owned by William C. Bryant of Ban- Miss Marv Bartlett, Georgia Snow,
Mrs. Fannie McGown
learning that Leland Killeran had nual meeting of the N.E.MP.A, at day School children planned for Sat
gor. hauled out for the winter in
Hopkins A new serles o{
the Manger Hotel, Boston, Tuesday urday afternoon has been postponed
Mrs. Fannie McGown died Oct, 21
Mace Eaton's yacht yard.
parties will begin Friday night under it her home here, aged 87. the last suffered an ill turn and died without and Wednesday this week, has been
a week due to the storm.
Already members of the Penobscot
management
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hills
surviving member of a large family.
Mrs. Jennie Bucklin returned
Yacht Club under the leadership of, Mrj. AUce gabb
McAultffe Having always made her home ln . dad been in till health for over a in Holbrook. Mass. Before returning
Monday from a visit wtth Mrs.
Commodore King, are planning big- pnd gon Ronald of Winthrop. Mass., his community, she will be greatly year, he was about attending to his home, he will call in Dartmouth,
Charles Tisdale tn Gardiner.
ger and better events for the 1938
Mrg Hgrold philbrook of
Mass, on his sister, Mrs. Fred Paywork and ate his dinner, as usual.
Mrs. Hilda Achorn returned Sun
season In all probability there will [and
caUers Qn Mrs missed by all associates.
son. and on Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth day from Memorial Hospital where
She is survived by one daughter.
Mr.
Killeron
was
the
youngest
in
a
bt several new boats added to the EUzabeth Babb
Mrs. Florence Beane; also several family of eight children born to Eu- Payson in Hamarock. Mass.
she was a patient several weeks.
fleet. Owners are already planning
____________
Mrs. Charles Hysler has been vis
ieces and nephews.
_______
Geo. Reed and family have moved
changes in their craft.—or are in
Funeral services were held Sunday *ene and Asenath ,Burton) Killeran' iting friends in Brookline, Mass, to the Tisdale place recently va
CRIEHAVEN
hopes to flnd larger and more com
it her home. Rev. Melvin Russell Though quiet and retiring in manner having motored there Monday with cated by MV’. and Mi’s. Charles
modious craft during the winter.
Harry McClure of Boon Island -ffleiating. A large display of flow- he possessed a friendly spirit which her cousin. Virgil Hills.
Reed.
—Bangor News
visited hts father, H. J. McClure,
A son, Donald David, was born at
■rs tendered silent tribute to the de- made him an accommodating neighMr and Mrs. A. B. Hoch, Floyd
' few days recently.
•eased. Bearers were Hiram Brann, bor, ever ready and willing to assist the Little Nursing Home. Waldoboro, Hoch and Calvin Elwell were Lew
WALDOBORO
) Miss Evelyn Fall of Newburg is Orpheus Brann. Ernest Peaslee and others/ His creed SPemed'to be
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kenniston iston visitors Monday.
It
guest of Mrs. Roy Simpson.
Sumner Bean Burial was ln Pine- is more blessed to give than to re of Waldoboro, formerly of this place.
Those from this community who
Mr and Mrs. John Coffey have , Mf gnd Mrg Hatton wilson are jn
Their son. Fred, is with Mrs. Virgil attended the Farm Bureau annual
Grove cemetery in Dresden.
ceive" for he much preferred to do
closed their house here and are in Tenant.g Harbor for the winter.
Hills, and their daughter. June, is meeting ln Rockland last Thursday
for others than to have others do for
St Petersburg. Fla., where they wi > Rpv
Rev. Npd Bowsfield held services
i.lth Mrs. Percy Kenniston.
Included; Mr. and Mrs. W. A. JackRAZORVILLE
him. Honest and upright ln his deal
pass the winter.
Miss Eliza Swan, who recently vis son, Mrs. Flora Boardman, Mrs.
: in the schoolhouse Oct. 17 and
ings,
he
will
be
greatly
missed
in
Mrs. I. T. Marple is visiting friends preached an inspiring sermon,
ited Mrs. Mary Richmond, has been Amber W. Childs. Mr. and Mrs. Al
Mrs. Sarah P. Day of Union re. ,
.
,
the neighborhood,
in Arlington, Mass.
} The Max Young family has moved turned. _
spending a few days in Rockland.
SaturdayJ from a visit with
_
,
.
I.,™
bert B. Elwell, Mrs. Lida Creamer.
Funeral services, which were largeThe Girl £i outs held a cake sale to the Peter Mitchell house
Miss Cora Robinson has moved Mrs. Marjorie Ralph. Mrs. Ella Bragg,
her aunt. Mrs. Maud Howard.
I
ly
attended,
were
conducted
by
Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wilson are
Saturday in David’s store.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Clark were Hubert Leach of Thomaston. Burial from the upper to the lower rent, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hoclx Floyd
Alden Gleason, who has been visit- closing Hill Side Farm for the win tallers recently at Edith Overlocks. was jn
Hoak. Miss Cora Merry, Mr. and Mrs.
family plot on the home- at her home at the monument.
ing relatives in town, is guest of rel- ter. Mrs. Wilson will stay with her
Vellls C. Weaver, Mrs. Martha Ben
Mr. and Mrs. G. Hallowell and Mr. stead where Mr. Killeran's entire life
atives in Sanford.
a“"t Mrs Ed«ar Bhodes in Bo6ton
Elmer E. Nash
ner, Albee Sidelinger, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Arthur Hatch of Sanford has|
Andersom Nick Anderson. Guy md Mrs. Jean Light of Augusta visit- , had been spent. The bearers were
Funeral services of Elmer E. Nash, Ernest Walter. Ashley Walter and
;d Sunday with their father, Edward ! Clarence J. Freeman. Irving A. Fales,
been guest of her mother. Mrs. Fred . Simpson and Russell Simpson were
Light.
| Frank A. Crute and Thomas John- 74 who died in North Warren, fol Mr. and Mrs. Milton Sprague.
6
, recent callers In Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ralph and
lowing a short illness, were held
Friends of Rev. Charles A. Gifford, son.
S00’1
I Peter Mitchell has completed a
lastor of the Baptist Church in HarSurviving relatives are his brothers Tuesday, Rev. Howard A. Welch offi famlly have removed from ths San
Miss Jessie L. Keene and . rs. new bouse On Capt. Young's boat.
Celia Nash have been at home irom ;
Gamage has bought Victor ington. were pained to learn of his Eugene R.. who is ill ln a hospital In ciating. Burial was made at the Da ford Walter property to the village.
udden death which occurred at his New Jersey. Herman L. and Fred L vis cemeteTy, North Waldoboro.
Gorham Normal School.
Whites power boat.
Mr. Nash was born in North Wal
SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Ethel Benner. Mrs. Gladys i Carlton Brown of Somerville. Mass home the past week. Burial was in |Of Cushing; sisters, Mrs. Jessie Woodj cock of Lewiston, and Mrs. Florence doboro. son of James and Marcia
Grant. Mrs. Gertrude Benner. Mrs. was guest of
Wjlson over the gac0
Philip M York of Nantuokct Coast
(Davis) Nash and b'y trade he was a
...
Nellie Overlock. Mrs. Alma Fitch. weekend Two days werc added to
Mr. andj Mrs. Jesse Rhoades .....
were Benner of Thomaston; also four
Guard Station ls spending a 45-day
cooper.
He
had
mad*
hls
home
here
Karl
,
,,
„
__
nieces
and
one
nephew.
Prof.
and Mrs. Maude Greenlaw were in
Browrfs visit by the bad weather ecent guests of Mrs. Rose Boynton.1
sick leave with hls parents. Mr. and
tht past 35 years.
Woodcock of Lewiston
Warren Monday night to assist in the which preventPd the Callsta Morrill
Mrs. Maud Merrifield and daughter.
Mrs. H. F. York.
He
leaves
one
brother
Newell
installation of officers of Mystic from makjng her usual mall trip.
Mildred, were Augusta visitors Satur
Mrs. Carleton Allen and Miss Vir
Nash of North Waldoboro; a twin
Lodge.
. Mr. and Mrs. Nick Anderson are day.
WEST WASHINGTON
sister, Mrs. Ella Benner of Waldo ginia Gray of Rockland called Mon
The annual meeting of the Ever- moving to the "Bee Hive."
Alton Hibbert who is in ill health,
boro; another sister, Mrs. Sellnda day on Mrs. L. C. Elwell.
Wide-Awake Producers Protective
Andrew Anderson has moved to
Mrs. Cleber Cooley is a surgical pa
Mrs. Susie Smith as been guest of
is boarding at Carrie Mears.’
Jones of Union; and several nieces
Association was held last Thursday: Rockport to spend the winter, with
tient at Knox Hospital.
Mrs Charles Carr for several days.
and nephews.
Miss Bertha Stevens and friend are
night with a large attendance. Offi- j hls son Charles.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Smith and
• • • •
Vincent Carr and Miss Ruth Cookcers elected were: President. ChesMr. and Mrs. Samuel Tupper are it Camp Wetona for a few days.
Mrs.
Cora
Smith
of
Hallowell
visited
son have returned home from OarSurvey of Georges River
Mrs. Edith Overlock visited friends
ter Light; vice president. Philip Lee; moving to Vinalhaven for the winter,
Sunday with Katie Kennedy.
diner.
secretary and treasurer, Anson P. j Miss Gladys McClure of Hingham. in Union recently and enjoyed a re- I Pearl Hibbert of Howard, R. I., is Gerald P. Cooper, instructor ln the
Lavon B. Oodfrey and Miss Ethel
sltal
on
an
electric
organ
by
Staf

'oology
department
of
the
Univer

Jackson; board of directors. Vellls Mass., visited her grandfather rei passing two weeks' vacation with his sity of Maine, made a brief survey Holbrook motored 8unday to Win
ford
Congdon
of
Rockland
Weaver, John Burgess. Ivan Scott, cently.
A party of young friends gathered , family.
of the Georges River, Saturday, ac throp and called on Mrs Bertha
Gaston Weaver. Cecil Newbert. Frank "Bud” McClure was home Satur
Hanley.
3aturday afternoon at thc home of1 Mrs. Cora Deering has returned companied by Austin Moody.
Jackson. Special items . were dis day from Coburn.
Mrs. Charlotte Waterman enter
Stanley
Jones
to
help
celebrate
the
from
Bangor
where
she
attended
Mr.
Cooper
spoke
Friday
before
a
Loss of gear by storm, small catches
cussed including tatooing poultry,
tained
the Bridge Club at cards Mon
ecovery
of
the
accident
victims,
and
j funeral services for her brother,
meeting of the Knox County Fish
roaming dogs, procuring new mem and price make a gloomy outlook for
day night at her home at Water
ilso
the
birthday
of
Miss
Oeraldine
Miss
Anna
Hibbert,
was
in
Augusta
and
Game
Association,
explaining
the
bers and the payment of dues, espe- winter lobstermen.
tones.
: recently to take the State Board ex- spawning habits of the sea salmon man's Beach. There were two t<tf)les,
cially back dues. The association has !
--------Mrs.
Clara
Hibbert
who
was
at
her
amination for nurses,
with w’hich the Georges will be honors going to Mrs. Eugenia Ood
been especially fortunate in not los-1
WEST LIBERTY
wme here during the summer, has
visitors in Rockland last Thursday stocked. He pointed out that the frey. Miss Ethel Holbrook and Mrs.
ing poultry by theft and also has a j
eturned to Massachusetts for winter were cleo Bartlett, Cieber Cooley, sea salmon spawn in water two to Emma Carr. Lunch was served.
cash balance in thc treasury.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sennett of
Lionel Carr has returned home
-esidence.
Talbot Cooley. Victor Bowman. Owen feur feet in depth, the bottom of
Walter Clark and Wilmot Davis Palermo are building a cottage near
from
Boca Grande. Fla., and is
The Howard Jermyns of Hingham We„man, AIton Wellman. Blrdell which must be gravel of the size of
have been on a hunting trip in the Marshall shore on St. Georges Lake.
spending a short vacation with hls
Center
Mass
.
have
been
enjoying
H
ibbert
and
a
walnut,
and
over
which
there
is
Oxbow region, returning with deer. Forest Tibbetts, Robert Overlock
parents.
a few days' hunting at the Head-of_. . .
„
Mrs. Rose Johnson of Camden has and Merle Overlock were visitors Frl,
Frederick Wellman underwent an o.uite a current.
Mrs. Jessie Williams of Clark
the-lake.
..
., , .
He
also
emphasized
the
need
of
beer passing a week with Mrs. Cora day in Farmington.
appendix operation last Thursday at
Island passed Tuesday with Mrs.
sufficient feed of Insects, for the new
Knox Hospital.
Johnson.
| A road under construction near the
ly hatched salmon after the spawn L. C. Elwell.
NORTH WALDOBORO
James Waltz has returned from Marshall shore sand beach is nearing
Forrest Reynolds is assisting Edson
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Mann have re
ing, and told the group that the small
Portland accompanied by Mrs. Waltz completion, supervised by Arthur
Irving Heald is engaged in shing Wellman in shingling his barn.
turned to Portland after spending
almon remained in fresh water three
who passed a vacation there.
Boynton.
ling for D. O. Stahl.
their honeymoon here.
years at least, until attaining the
Mrs. Percy Saban of Palermo spent
Congratulations are extended to
Mr-. Maltha Eugiey who has been
average length of eight inches.
Tuesday with Mrs. Forest Tibbetts. visiting Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sa- Too Weary From
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batty, Jr.. (Ma
APPLETON MILLS
Warren Everett of Thomaston, who
Mr. and 'Mrs. E. A. Leigher and bourin in Augusta the past week, re
bie Monroe) who were married Mon
has
recently completed a course at
Work
To
Play
Bernard
Leigher
of
Washington
and
Rev. J. S. Pendleton, State secre
turned home Monday.
day in Rockland.
the
Home
Conservation
Institute
ln
tary, was the speaker Sunday morn Mr. and Mrs. Donald Patrick of Port
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mank were
ing at the Baptist Church. He was land visited friends Saturday in this guests Saturday evening of Mr. and Some people are always worn out. Their Clinton, N. J., spoke on the reclaim
BREMEN
work is a strain. They seem always too
ing of a swamp land tract of 2500
accompanied by Mrs. Pendleton. place.
Mrs. Fred Vannah.
tired to play.
acres
in
New
Jersey
for
game
country.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Hammons
Chrvstal I. Stanley of Bangor sang
They miss much happiness. And of
Harvey Hutchings of Damariscotta
Rev. Samuel Young, district super
• • • •
and granddaughter. Joan of Belfast intendent of the New England Dis ten needlessly. For frequently it is con
a solo.
was a caller Friday on friends ln
stipation that issapping away strength.
Mystic Rebekah Installation
Joseph Goldberg, Mrs. Clara Mur were in town Sunday.
this locality.
trict Church of the Nazarene. will Early fatigue, mental dullness, sleep
Virgie Studley of Rockland passed be at the local church Friday night lessness, can all be the results of con
ray. and Margaret Harriman of Au
Miss Adelle Feyler, newly appointed
Miss Cynthia Tibbetts, daughter
gusta were callers Sunday at W. M. Sunday afternoon at his cottage here. at 7.30 for a missionary rally with stipation.
district deputy president, assisted by of Mrs. Carl Hilton, was party host
So keep regular. And to assist Na
Newbert's.
Mrs. Lula Schmelzenbach, pioneer ture, use Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets! Mrs. Ethel Benner. Mrs. Nellie Over ess recently to a group of school
Mrs. Ethel Moody, Lucy Moody and
missionary from South Africa. Mrs. For, in addition to definite, gentle re lock, Mrs. Elmer Fitch, Mrs. Maude mates and friends who called to cele
Warren Moody were Augusta visitors
Schmelzenbach has spent more than lief, they give mild stimulation to the Greenlaw and Mrs. Gertrude Benner, brate her ninth birthday. A merry
of bile from the liver without the
Saturday.
all of Waldoboro, installed Monday time prevailed.
22 years in the field and Mr. flow
discomfort of drastic, irritating drugs.
Miss Arolyn Condon. R. N. of Au
as officers for Mystic Rebekah Lodge:
Arthur Willey and Perley Genth
Schmelzenbach
died
at
the
battleThat's
why
millions
use
this
laxative
%7
gusta recently spent two days with
front in that land. Her messages every year. Get Olive Tablets at your Noble grand. Mrs. Corinna Perkins; ner have employment at the Morse
druggist. Only t5< 30^, 60fb
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert
vice grand, MLss Avis Maloney; re- Boatbuilding Onrp, In Thomaston
are Inspiriing and forceful.
Rev. and Mrs. Roy |W. Moody of
Hodgdon were recent guests of Mrs.
Leslie Rich.
Several from here went Friday to
West Tremont to hear Robert and
Mary Taylor. The music and Mr.
Taylor’s message were most inspir
ing.
Randall Stanley who has been ill,
is slowly improving.
A wedding of interest took place
Oct. 15 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Walls when their daughter, j
Nellie, and Lyford Rich of Manset, (
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rich, 1
were married. Mr. and Mrs. Rich
have entered upon housekeeping in
Manset, after a short wedding trip. j
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Smith and
son Clarence spent Sunday in Rock
land as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Her- |
man Stanley of James street.
Shirley Kelley has employment on
the new school building in Hodgdon.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Walls and his I
mother Mrs. Kate Walls are spend
ing a week in Boston.
Mrs. Ida Dix has returned to Port- j
land after spending the summer hete.
Mr. and IMrs. Bernard Johnson will
occupy her house during the school
year. Mr. Johnson is principal of
the grammar school here.

STARTS WORKING IN
SECONDS

by O. SOGLOW

SPLIT-SECOND STARTING,
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RICH BECAUSE
IT COMES FROM

a RICH FIELD

QU/C/CsrA/fr/N<r
OTKira
GASOLINE

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND

PARK & UNION STS.

TEL. 700

RICHFIELD DEALERS ARE INDEPENDENT HOME MERCHANTS

ner's parents. Mr and Mrs. Frank
Moorlan.
Pauline Barter was guest Saturday
Ronald Carver passed the weekend
with hls grandmother, Mrs. Sherman of her codsin. Doris Benner.
Benner.
Mrs. Harriet Barter and Mrs. Har
LONG COVE
riet Benner visited Wednesday with
relatives and friends here.
The pastor cf the Finnish Church
Mrs. Horace Benner and Mrs. Nor will preach at the school house Sun
man Barter were Rockland visitors day at 2 o’clock. All Finnish people
Saturday and called on Mrs. Ben are invited to attend.

PORT CLYUt

nEUi 1938
GEIIERM ELEEIRIt

MEET THE
PROGRAM MONITOR
Just as his skill at the studio
controls assures quality pro
gram broadcasting, so the
exclusive Tone Monitor in
the new G-E Radios brings
you, for the first time, faith
ful reproduction of the pro
grams he sends out.

Listen to a new G-E for a
real Radio treat!

huouhmk

MODEL F-65
6

jnstegngrcrc

OTHER IIEUI 1930
G-E AUDIOS FROm

TUBES

BANDS

$54.95

$19.95

HOUSE SHERMAN,
142 MAIN STREET

2

Tone Monitor. Louver DiaL
Visual Volume Control In
dicator. Visual 4-point Tone
Control Indicator. 12-inch
Stabilized Dynamic Speaker.
Automatic Volume ControL
Foreign - Domestic Recep
tion. Handsome
Console..................

INC.

ROCKLAND, ME.

i OH KF.PI ACLMF N T 5PLCIFY G F.

PKfc-TESTED

TEL. ttl

RADIO

TURF S
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THOMASTON

canned FRUII
SALE
prices,

housewives

thrifty

te

low

these

At

are

a

buying in lots of a dozen
or more cans - and why

not,

at

and

for

such

savings -

such

quality.

SLOB PEACHES MONTE 2 cans 25c
2';«*
A&P PEACHES SLICED oi HALVES 2 NO.
CANS JJC
NO. 2ii
A&P PEASES
^:19.
CAN
A&P PEARS
’8«’15<

2 «« 25c
DOLE'S PINEAPPLE CRUSHED NCAN ' 19c
A&P PSHEAPPLE
SLICED
NCAN ‘ 19c
LEMON JUICE

CRISCO
CAN 20c
GRAHAM CRACKERS

3 LB
CAN
N. B. C.

PACKAGE
N. B. C.

CHOCOLATE TREATS POUND
BROADCAST cobi»d HASH „n 15<
BROADCAST DEVILED HAM

10c

Nc°an"

PtG NAPTHA SOAP 4
17c
IVORY SOAP
3 5?s20«
10-QUART PAILS

.c»27<

CLEANSWEEP BROOMS each
A V*!
in ALL-PURPOSE
24‘;LB
IONA FLOUR FAMILY FLOUR bag

a

a *

Pineapple Juice

NO 10
can 55c Chipso

<a
IPC Selox
ROIL IOC Pickles

Camay Soap

Ivory Soap

Ivory Flakes
Ivory Snow

3 CAKES 1 9c
2

PKG 14C
,2jAr°Z 10c

MANHATTAN
TEA PARTY

PKG

2

,w

GALLON
JUG

Cider

3?*?z 15c

Plain Olives
lARGE
W Stuffed Olives
PKG

CANS 19c
PACKER'S LABEL EXTRA STANDARD

Wax Boarts

pkg

LARGE •CAKES AlC

14 :C

79c

LARGE

FLAKES OR
GRANULES

NO 2
CAN ‘

Apricots Unpcctcd
Red Cross Toweis

29c

13<

Cranberry Sauce 2
One-Pie Pumpkin 2

cans 29c
cans 15c

GROWN AND PACKED IN MAINE

Dromedary Fruit Peel pkg 9c One-Pie Squash

cans

2

15c

GROWN AND PACKED IN MAINE

CITRON. LEMON. ORANGE

Every pound freshly ground—a real coffee “buy”

8 O'CLOCK

COFFEE

POUND

00

Hil'l
I IllhkU

RETAIL
VALUE

>

IN 12 WEEKLY CONTESTS
The modern mechonicol ser*
van! I Complete with 9 attachmenti-juice txtrocfor, food
chopper, can openci etc.

CONTEST MO.T
I RfflftWHtf

WE ME AfHMM*
TKiSWttlf

250

USTMAN Jim
KODAKS

.Kodak i new model I Doublet
lena. Eye-level
Under.

VANILLA EXTRACT ANN PAGE
BOT 19«
ANN PACE BAKING POWDER cL*Bn 15c

APPLES
Grapefruit ,Aes!“? 4
Turnips

MadNTOSH
NATIVE

for

5 ebs

C
□

LBS

17c Concord Crapes basket 17c
19c Spinach

3 lbs 13c

4
lbs 10c Cranberries
Sweet Potatoes

Pumpkin

2

lbs

29c

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem tn every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

Booklet
on
Application

H. II. Mane
Manager

HOTEL

June to
October

GRALYNN
Corner Second Street
and First Avenee

N. Y.

Moderate Fatea
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
\

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamloro
Del. Co.

II

In Everybody’s Column *

Start Your Tea-making
With Fine Tea

FOR SALE
| Advertisements In this column not to I ,
A cooked food sale will be held in
! exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 *
R. W. Walsh's store Friday from 2
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl- r
tional lines flve cents each for one time
SNAP this up. a bargain just oil the
to 5 o'clock for the benefit of the
10 cents for three times. Six small words black road. 30 acres. 10 In blue her. lee,
Beta Alpha Club. Those making ar
i to a line.
, balance fields, go^d l’,j story house.
— others buildings and chance for 150 hens.
rangements are Miss Eliza Whitney.
W L. CHRISTIANSON. Washington Me
Miss Elizabeth Washburn. Mrs. John
129*131
I CRAWFORD parlor stove for sale, size
A McAvoy and Mrs. N. F. Andrews.
15. burns either wood or coal; extra large
♦ LOST AND FOUND ; 1 will
burn Junk wood. Call at 139 RANSixteen members were present at
It takes fine tea to make fine tea.
KIN ST.
129-131
the meeting of the Federated La
YOUNG Fox hound lost, black, white I HOUSE for sale. $1200, rent plan. V. F
SALADA
TEA
excels
in
flavor
—
dies' Circle Tuesday at the home of
and tan, white band around neck; verv STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Tel. 1154 or 77
I rhy. Reward
M F ROBARTS. 135 Park St.. Tel. 330.
128-tf
Mrs. Marian B. Grafton. The time
in aroma — in color — in every test
Washington St., Camden._______ 128*130 \ ' SEVEN-ROOM house and enrage 'for
was devoted to sewing A luncheon
NOTICE—ls hereby given of the loss of
I*1 food repair. BENJAMIN KNOWLof fine quality. Start with the best
depostt book numbered 33299 and the TON. 54 Brewster St.City______ 129*131
was served by the hostess assisted
i owner of said book asks for duplicate In | 1929 CHEVROLET coupe for sale Moby Mrs. Eliza W. Walker and Mrs.
to make the best—buy
accordance with the provision of the , tor and chassis ln flne shape; also one
State
Law ROCKLAND
SAVINGS hot water or steam radiator and eight
Eleanor D. Feyler.
BANK.
by EDWARD J.
HELtlER, gal
expansion tank, new. FRED VI
1 Treasurer. Rockland. Maine. Oct 19. NAL. Llmerock St.
Miss Carrie Russell of Boston is
127*129
! 1937.
125*Th-131
guest of Mr. and Mrs. William J.
LARGE size electric automatic water
system for sale. A bargain. HYLAND
White.
MACHINE CO
128*130
CIRCULATING HEATER, for sale, ex
Plans are going forward for the
cellent condition, burns wood or coal,
annual harvest supper of the Fed-,
WANTED
915. Tel. 122-2. O. H CRIE. 53 Beechwoods St.. Thomaston.
126-128
erated Church to be held in the Con-I
UESD parts for Essex, ’26 to ’30. for
gieagational church Friday, at 6.30
MAN WANTED to act as direct repre sale JOHN PETERSON, 7 Granite St .
sentative for reliable Nursery Arm All City._____________________________ 128*130
o'clock. Following the supper an il
, fruit trees, roses, etc., completely guar
E FLAT alto Conn saxaphone for
lustrated lecture will be presented by i
anteed. Investment or experience un_
_
_
sale. Terms reasonable Apply to THE
necessary.
Pay weekly.
CONNECTIRev. Corwin W. Olds of Rockland. '
CUT VALLEY NURSERIES. Manchester. 1 COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE
127*129
Conn.
____________ 129*lt J ALL RAIL D. & H. Cone cleaned anMrs. Charles Winchenbach who has '
WOOD CHOPPERS wanted; also six
,coJSe and wood- w F
been visiting Mr and Mrs. Wilson
| acres plowed. Fitted wood for sale. L. 1 TIBBETTS, Tel. 675-W.
127*130
1
1.
PEASE.
Appleton.
! Merriam in Union, has returned
Tel West Apple- I CABINET' Stove for sale, 45 Inches high
I ton 9-19.
129*131 and 22 Inches square. An excellent heat
; home.
HIGHEST price paid for circulating er. Zinc Lose, coal hod. 2 galvanized ash
New England’s favorite for nearly half-a-century
heaters, any size or condition. C E barrels. 2 coal shovels. Glenwood Gas
Mrs. Martha M. Carter and Miss
GROTTON. 135 Camden St . Tel. 1214-M Range, No. K-916-B, 3-burners. En
Rebecca Robertson
are guests of
126-tf quire E. K. OOULD. 375 Main St. Tel.
922
128-tf
WOMAN wanted to help at houseMr. and Mrs. Willis L. Stiles in Wood
CIDER and vinegar barrels for sale,
vzork, small family. Modern convenfords during the State Teachers'
each.
COCA COLA BOTTLING
J iences. Call CAMDEN 785
128*130 $1
CO.. Tel. 30.
126*131
Glenmere after spending a week with
j Convention.
USED steel filing cabinet or cabinets
UNION
ROCKPORT
RICH dark loam for sale. lor nower
wanted ROCKLAND MARBLE & GRAN
Mr
and
Mrs.
Norman
Simmons
enj
Miss Elizabeth L. Fales and brother
ITE WORKS. Lindsey St.
127-129 gardens and lawns; also gravel for drive
ways and fillings Tel. 23-W WILLIAM
Mrs. Hildred Rider and Miss Hclen
j Eugene F. Fales. Jr., are spending route from New York.
Methodist Church Notes
PATIENTS cared for at Rest Haven ANDERSON, 48 West Meadow Rd
Small
entertained
at
bridge
Satur

,
.
_
..
Convalescent
Home.
105
Llmerock
St
.
127-129
this week in South Portland with Mr.
Officers of the Junior Epworth rti 1293 eva ames
129*131 •_______
day night at the home of the for
_ _____ „
,
,
SMALL wood lot lor sale, near the
} and Mrs. Edward Leonard.
CAMDEN
League were installed Sunday by the
ORDERS taken for trapheads and bait main road
MRS GRACE COLBURN.
mer. High score was won
Mrs.
The Beta Alpha Club had a pleas
— by -----. J . Vficc Fleetn Corson bags Send or brln& sample R L AN- Thomaston. Te|. Rockland.
263-21
Mrs. Albert Decker is a medical pa- Marion Ingraham with Mrs. Leona ‘ p
of ’ the evenin’ worsh p - DERSON' 259 Talbot Av* ' RockIann8.13o circulating heaters for sale. Becant get-together in the Baptist vestry
SaVsbury receiving the consolation 6s a part Of tnc evenin° worsn P- 1
—;---------- u--------------------- — ! trlc “nd enameled ranges, plenty of black
Monday night. Supper was served, tient at Community Hospital.
*
The ritual was Impressive, and the . PATIENTS given exceJent care ln my rangij. C E GROTTON. 138 Camder.
,
4
,
home
MRS
C E GROTTON. 138 Cam- St . Tel 1214-M
Miss
Eleanor
Hansen
and
Miss
Maprize.
O-Iiers
present
were:
Mrs.
123-tf
and table decorations were unusually
c-flect of the candle light singular- den st.. Tel. 1214-M
125-tf
COAL. wood, coke for sale; delivered
effective, consisting of pumpkins, ap rion Hansen have returned from a Nina Carroll. Mrs. Marion Richards, ly beautiful.
The officers are:
__
MALE INSTRUCTION Will personally anywhere ln ____
Knox County.
J. B PAULMrs. Marie Bisbee. Mrs. Elsie HawkWwatf Vice nresi- Interview men willing to work hard by SEN. Tel. Thomaston 62.
ples. red berries, oak leaves and pine. trip to Newport. N. H.
124-tf
President.
Norma
Fossett,
vice
presi
training for good-pay positions in Air
rarea",— ....
k-h— ....
Arthur Burns has moved from Me- ins. Mrs. Alice Priest. Mrs. Hattie
The meal was arranged by Mrs.
and Refrigeration business.
. FHESb. tor »“•*• fJr baling old
dents, Nathalie Fossett. Agnes Day. 1 conditioning
Prefer men with fair education, me- p?p®£.
150 *b- bales Apply
Spear. Mrs. Orra Burns, and Mrs.
Gladys Moore, Mrs. Eleanor K. chanic street to 70 Elm street.
Betty McKinley, and Norma McEd- I chanlcally inclined, now employed, will- j «_}hl»_OFPICB._____________ 113-tf
Clark. Mrs. Annie Mank and Mrs. The Camden-Rockport Lions Club LouUe Holbrookwards- secretary Esther Young; ' lng tb deTbt*, sp“re^ "IPe M preiimi- Hawthorne HOMESTEAD. Tenant**
Schools closed Tuesday for the warus. svcreiarj, rauiier xuu ig, nary 9tudy followed by shop practice to Harbor village, for sale. 9-room house,
Eunice M Tillson. New officers are: will hold a State-wide Lions field day
treasurer Hazel Day.
[ become Installation and service experts fine condition, lights, bath, living spring
rlt*
Me- P^’ent occupa- in cellar
Large lot. shade trees, etc.
Mrs. Georgie Thorndike president; Sunday, at the CCC camp here. The remainder of the week that the
Fourteen young people and adult I 'Y
tlon
UTILITIES INST. care The Cou- Price attractive
GRANVILLE BACHj Mrs. Grace W. Andrews vice presi program opens at 11 o'clock, and in teachers hiay attend the State Con leaders attended the Knox Circuit Ger-Oazitte.
128*130 FLDER. Tel. 16-12, Tenant's Harbor.
118-tf
dent; Mrs. William J. White, treas cludes a soft ball tournament to de vention in Portland.
league Monday at Rockport Methotne champion
cnampion Lions of
or the
Knox Copnt*
dist Church. They enjoyed the adurer; Mrs. Eleanor K. Clark, secre termine the
IS A SNEAK THIEF
1 dress by
tary. Mrs. Anne Day. Mrs. Vera Rob- Siate, hiking parties to the top of cdU ™et ^t’"daJ ' h M
by Mr.
Mr.Cumming,
Cumming. the social
TO LET
:
irson and Mrs. Ella May Stackpole. the mountains, shooting match with church wlth the Iocal League M h0£' , hour, and the hospitality of the en Head of Soil Conservation Service So :
were appointed work committee. The .22 calibre rifles, volley ball tourna- Uss- Supt- of Schools Geor«e Cum- tertaining church.
Transportation
Terms Sheet Erosion
! retiring president. Mrs. May Con- ment. tug of war and ether sports minS was «uest speaker' giving a „„
was furnished by Miss Florence
LOWER tenement on Main street to
WaS i^tr°duced b' Thurston Willard Howard, and Mr.
oon. received a gift in apprecia The Camden-Rockport club chai- ''t/p‘ul ta‘^'
No. €36. Tel. 273-W. J. H MELVIN
"Don't wait for gullies to tell you let.
21
Gay St..______________________ 128-tf
lenges all comers ln any and all Winfield Chatto. president of the
tion of her interest.
that your farm topsoil is washing SEVEN-ROOM house to let at InMrs. Edna Young, department vice events. At 1 o'clock a fish chowder organization. The song service was At the Quarterly Conference Tues
... n
.
graham Hill, garage. MARTIN LEONARD
president of the Third District Coun dinner will be served at the camp. in charge of Ernest Crockett. At day night encouraging reports were away,’ says W. B. Oliver, state co- ow:» Head Tel. 1162-R._________ 129-131
furnished apartment, to
cil American Legion Auxiliary, in Eugene Shaw and family have the close all adjourned to the vestry given from all departments of church ordinator for the Soil Conservation ktFIVE-ROOM
MRS PERLEY MILLER. Tel. 605-W.
which
had
previously
been
decorated
stalled the offlcers of the Camden moved from the Marriner rent on
work George Mansfield was elect- Service, in a word of caution to Maine -0 So Main st.___________________ i2»-tf
Furnished apartment to let. at 25
unit Monday night, assisted by Mrs. Fark street to the Clifford Younb with Halloween symbols, where a cd to the board of trustees, and the farmers.
Ncrth Main St. ELMER C. DAVIS. 375
social with refreshments was enjoyed. 1
. . .
..
SHrley Will|itrr>, as sergeant-at- house on Mechanic street.
Main St . Tel 77
126* 128-tf
pastor was authorized to call a meetToo often, gullying means that
Games and unison singing were un
arms. They installed Tuesday the
SPACE to let at 16 Summer
The name of Norman Marriner was der tlie direction of Alvary Gay and ing later for needed changes in erosion has reached the severe stage stOARAOE
e h crie
128*120
Auxiliary of the Charles E. Sher
church committees.
called at the Comique Theatre Tues- Mi£s Amy sherman of Rockland,
to let, 4 rooms with bath.
on Maine fields because on many 12APARTMENT
man, Jr.. Post in Boothbay Harbor.
KNOX ST City. Tel 156-W
128-tf
The district superintendent. Rev.
cay night and as he was not there. Plftfen members were present at
Mrs. George Davis is visiting her
brought an inspirsoil, gullies do not start until THREE-ROOM apartment to let. at
»7C will be given away Friday night. thp mw.Ullg of the Tr^^p Club A. A. Callaghan,
...
i m-u a.»
i
v
. .
. Lafayette Square, heated. $4 per week;
parents, Mr. and Mrs Michael Ney Monday afternoon there will be a Monday nlght at {he home of Mrs mg message .based. upon the address
sheet erosion has washed as much also 5-room rent, on Trinity st men s
in Portland during the State Teach
cf
Bishop
Burns
to
the
recent
session
as
75
percent
of
the
topsoil
off
the
wnw »*a|n *_.p*r* au—127'u
Halloween matinee with free candj Ra.. Easton plans were compieted
SIX-ROOM house to let. modern;
ers' Convention.
cf
the
Area
Council
for the "kiddies ' and a bobbing appk for & Halloween social for members
fields. Sheet erosion is hard to de-! garage, furnished or unfurnished InMiss Helen Mitchell of Union spent
quire 384 BROADWAY. City.
It was voted to co-operate with the
contest on the stage. The picture will, e[ tjw yestry next Monday night
tect, but is responsible for the loss
128*130
the weekend with Mrs. Charles
Spiritual
Recovery
Crusade
which
be Jane Withers in
Wild and AR
asked to appear in Halloween
ROOMS to let. breakfast MRS BURof
several
millions
tons
of
Maine
Pierce. She was joined by her mother Wooley'.*
opens in Rockland's Community
KETT. 75 Broad St. Tel 6S9-M
126-tf
costumes.
Mrs. Carl Mitchell and sister, Miss
Building Nov. 7 under the leadership topsoil every year,
ONE heated apartment to lc; furnished,
Miss Frances Oyer has returned
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
C.
Ingra

one unheated apartment
Apply
Gladys Mitchell Sunday.
of the Taylor Brothers. Rev. Charles
Sheet erosion is a sneak thief. also
FOSS HOUSE 77 Park St . or V F
from a short stay in Bangor.
ham and children, Maynard and
Mrs. Clement Moody was hostess to
Taylor. Sr., will speak here Nov. 4. in Oliver says, and works quietly, steal- STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Tels. 1154 or
330
___________________________ 128-tf
the "Bridge Club" Monday night. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Colson have Nancy went Tuesday to visit relatives the interest of this campaign.
I ing the organic matter from the soil
,
,
x
,
i
Two
HOUSES
to let. J15 and (18. with
in
Waltham
Mass.,
for
the
remainder
returned
from
a
motor
trip
to
Buf

At two tables of auction prizes were
• • • *
1 as it removes a layer of topson at a improvements, v. F studley", Tel.
cf the week.
awarded Mrs. Robert H. Libby and falo.. N. Y.
time. After a while, when the abil-1 J***;__________________
125-tf
Nazarene Church Notes
Mrs. Edward Auspland and chilMrs. Nerita Wight is in Coral
Mrs. Dana Stone.
l.,coon
^,YSpruce
'K„furnl’Head
hedHnIsland,
IvVr‘^””aultable «for
to
At the church school 73 were pres- I ity of the soil to absorb water has let.
Joel M. Miller is guest of Fred Gables. Fla., where she will spend dren Edward and Elinor leave today ent Sunday and contributed an offer- been cut down by loss of its humus, summer cottage or year-round dwelling;
far a visit at the home of Rev. J. N.
rcnt very reasonable. TEL Rockiand
Hinckley in Boston for several days. the winter.
ing of $3 71. Two persons were ad gullying gets a chance to start ano 793-w
after 4 p m.
106-tf
Capt. Enos Verge of the yacht Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jamieson Faimer in Bowdoinham. They will mitted to membership.
show the farmer that he has a real furnished apartment to let. ait
Firenze arrived from Norfolk, Va., and Miss Virginia Jamieson have re- remain until Sunday when Mr. Auspon his farm SHAW. 47 No. ^?
t.er oheat' FLOYD119tf
L
Birthdays were celebrated by the conservation problem
H
Main St.
Saturday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Cle turned from a motor trip to Boston, land will motor there for them.
lighting cl candles for Mrs. Her
On the project and camp work unfurnTshed 4-room heated apartMiss Helen Frescott of Newtonville,
The Ballard Business School
ment Moody.
bert E. Malik and Foster McEdwards. areas at Presque Isle, technicians of ment to let at 15 Summer st. mrs.
..
„
.
FROST. Tel 318-W
117-tf
Mass.,
is
in
town,
called
by
the
death
closed
Wednesday for the remainder
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold RusseU of
---------------------- the money to be used for work in for the Soil Conservation Service say
.. . .
.
,
,
SINGLE ’OUSE, to let. Rockland St..
cf the week. Prin. Nellie R. Ballard
Warren were visitors Sunday at the cf her cousin, Mrs. E. B. Putnam.
eign fields. Raymond, Stanley and that sheet erosion on the majority Of Rarage. Inquire SHAFTER, 15 Dockland
hcme of Mrs. Charles Pierce. Mrs. Parker M. Hooper of Fall River, and sub-master Maynard Graffam Willard Caiieton sang “In the Gar sloping cultivated fields has already 51____ ___ _________________ m-tf
removed
from 25
to let. Goon
fvo confurPierce was hostess Monday to Mrs. Mass, a member of the summer are attending the State Teachers’ den. "
removea irom
-o to
io 75
13 nprrpnt
percent nf
01 the
tne niTHREE
fhed andapartments,
one unfurnished
ealeny. !s in town for a few days.
Convention.
Thelma Millln of Warren.
Thc pasior Rev. J. W. Ames deliv tcpsoil. They also point out that i dh'°n. rent low f l. shaw. 47 No.
,
.
,
Main St.. TEL. 422-R.
118-tf
Mrs. Mary Louise Bok and Mrs.
Mrs. Robert H. Libby and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hansen and
ered a (th ring message in the morn farmers who have put soil conserva- sitAM heated
K
—office
d-------------------- —
to let. central
their
son.
Harold
Hansen,
motored
J.
T.
Braun
who
have
been
occuhenry Montgomery are attending the
m-tf
ing. his subject being “Laws of Har tlon measures into effect in these location. Tel. 133.
FJ'ing the Curtis Cottage. BeauState Teachers' Convention and Wednesday to Boston.
vest.*' His topic that night was en areas in the past year, have reported “
'
while there will be guests of Mrs. Miss Georgia Dickey is spending a champ avenue since their return titled “If I Were to Begin Life Anew.'* noticeable decrease in the amount of
tf
few weeks in Boston.
from Philadelphia two weeks ago. will
Walter S. Trefethen.
(
A Sunday School cabinet meeting soil washed away during heavy rain.
Miss Evelyn Stinson has returned leave Friday for their homes
MISCELLANEOUS 1
Mrs. John Hanley who has been
will fellow the prayer service to
4 ••• •••
3a
visiting her daughter. Mrs. John C. from Deer Isle where she spent the ' Miss Pauline Smith has returned night.
SELECTION OF COLORS
ta her home at Vinalhaven. after
______
YARNS for Rugs and Hand Knitting
Mason. Mr. Mason and Miss Joan in summer.
*1* TN W4U » • 1.4 •
at bargains. Samples and kitting dlMiss Harriet L. Gill leaves today making a short visit with Rev. and
North Easton. Mass., during the past
Much To Do With Brightening rectlons free. H. A BARTLETT. HarMT. PLEASANT VALLEY HasRooms
for Roslindale. Mass., where she will j Mrs. N. F Atwood,
Which Have Little Sun
meny. Me. _____________________ 129-140
week, returned home Sunday.
______
j RADIO repairing, all models receivers.
Mrs. John Porter Hennings and
"Dad'' Taylor will be the speaker spend two weeks with. Dr. and Mrs.
«i4u ____ -4U
ii. Work guaranteed
Reasonable prices.
Advocates Band Concerts
Rooms with a northern or north- Tubes tested free. Sales agent Philco A:
at the midweek service of the Baptist Guy Blood. She will be accompanied con. John Heistad. of Portland, are
western
exno
c
ure
which
pet
little
Crowley
radios.
E.
A. ROGERS.
80 127-12
by
her
sister,
Mrs.
Helen
Perry
of
I
spending
a
few
diys
with
Mr.
and
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
expo-ure, wnicn get
nine Plcaiflnt St City
Tel 904-M.
Church tonight at 7 o'clock. He is
( Mrs. H. O. Heistad.
At a recent get-together of the sun until late afternoon, present a USED plano,~uP~fl|{hu. tor ,«l«. or to
one of the organizers of the Knox Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cole have re- , Mrs. Lena E. York is guest of her Rockland and Belfast Bands, a great particularly difficult problem for the !et for ’he season. Phone us. Rockland
County Spiritual Recovery Crusade,
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
to be carried on at Rockland Com turned from Vinalhaven where they daughter, Mrs. A. W. St. Clair, in deal of history was brought to mem home decorator, but the darkness of
118-tf
were
called
by
the
death
of
her
,
Lynn,
Mass.,
for
a
few
months,
ory. Among other things it devel- the room can be eliminated by ju- spiritual heading Reliable, conmunity Building, Nov. 7 to 29.
dieious
lisp
of
color
according
to
structive.
Questions
answered.
25c
and
___ __
, ,
eped that each band had its quota oicious use oi color, according to s,anip G A JONES. Gen. Del. Rumford
Leon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman father, Edward E. Barton.
Preparing for 1938 Carnival
, ,
. , .
, Modern Home Institute.
A
ten-point
buck
was
brought
down
__________ _ ___________ 127*129
„
,
cf players each of whom was entitled
Simmons, celebrated his seventh
A meeting of the Carnival-Regatta j, v.
, j
.v.
Clear yellow walls lighten the piano, vocal, Hawaiian guitar, piano
surname prefaced by the
birthday anniversary Tuesday after lr, the Oreenville region by Kenneth Association was .held Monday at to have hisM#n
_____
.
accordion lessons at your home. (1.
room. Furniture in the modern mo- c. a lundell. Friendship.
112-tf
noon by entertaining a group of Wing who returned last night with Town hall with a goodly number of "
watches,
Among these in the Rockland Band. tif. in contrasting tones of bleached 1 watchmaker—Repairing
ycung friends. Games were played his quarry.
citizens present.
The
kinds. Call
de-.
Patients who have returned
to their Interested
ana natural
natural Philinnine
nniuppme mahoganv
manogany. ' clocks,
llver s antiques
ARTHUBallMACOMBER
, 23and
Ames
-----------j .
.
who began playing in late 1892 and and
and prizes awarded Mary J. Lakehomes
from
the
Pettapiece
Hospital
P
rcsldent
’
Maynard
G.
Ingraham,
|
early
lg93
though
sti]1
youn
g
in
blends
effectively
with
the
warm
bury
st..
Rockland.
Tel
958-J.
118-tl
man. Gay Stetson. Alton Foster, John
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
Dana and Reynold Anderson. Re are: Mrs. Frank Ames. Camden, med- rresided and several matters of im' jmind. are C. S. Montgomery, cornet; brown rug, jade-green bedspread work,
painting of all kinds. Call A. W.
ical patient ;Mrs. Thelma Shibles. portance Pertaining to future earn!- ' George Blethen, Allie Dunton and L. and white glass curtains. Green
GRAY, Tel 8533.
118-tf
freshments were served, the table
vals
were
discussed.
A. Clark, clarinets; Al. Sleeper, tuba; over-curtains and green-and-white LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
1 decorations and favors being sug Rockport, medical patient; Julia
A
written
amendment
to
the
byland
Ilalr
Store.
24
Elm
St.
Mall
oidfra
A. J. Clark, snare drummer; and upholstery for the chairs will com solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
gestive of the Hallowe'en season. Brown. Austin Towle. Ruth Mitchell,
Benjamin Mitchell and McKenzie laws aaking that 016 annual meeting perhaps others. These six aggregate plete a room of charm and distinc
118-tf
Others invited were Lois Noyes and
Williams of Appleton, surgical pachan8ed from the flr£t Monday in 270 years of active band work most tion.
Irville Luce.
tients; and Mrs. Dorothy Martin of January t0 the first Tuesday in No- ly in Rockland, and barring accidents.
Frequently attention to the color
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock went
Union, a surgical patient
vember was presented and laid on i cach p]ayer expects t0 continue at chart and care In selecting the lighter
Wednesday to Portland where she
Mr. and Mrs.Ralph Collemer were !the table t0
acted Upon at 3 least 25 years longer,
shades of furniture will make a dis
is spending the remainder of the
visitors in Bangor this week.
mceting called for next Tuesday
At this* gathering it was unani mal northwest room into a delightful
week while attending the State
night.
mously agreed that foural meetings guest room.
Teacher's Convention.
Principal George Cunningham. Mrs.
for the purpose of ar.ar.gir.g band
Mrs. Gertrude Merrifield of Ports
Legal Notice
Hildred Rider and Roland Richards
concerts in Rockland and Belfast
mouth. N. H.. is visiting Mrs. Alden
STATE OF MAINE
, were appointed a nominating com
should be called in the near future.
G. Merrifield.
County of Knox. SS
mittee. the list to be voted upon at
To Harry Berman of Rockland, ln said
While nothing definite has yet been
Mrs. Maurice E. Lindsey and County
of Knox.
i Tuesday night's meeting provided
An Ad. In These
fjTo U« Printing it mor* then
done on these lines, it is the hope of
daughter Maxine, accompanied by
Whereas. Harry Berman on the fourth'.v,„
day of December, 1934. mortgaged to j
abo/e mentioned amendment is the writer that such plans may ma
juat putting worda into type.
ter mother, Mrs. Herbert E. Ken Mlkelsky's Music Store, Inc., of Bath, accepted.
Columns Will
Sell
It is th* creation of a work of ert,
terialize.
a. Jay See
,
...
niston of Warren, Earl F. Woodcock Maine, the following personal prop- ..
bo it a simple little announcement
erty:
One
Winter
Grand
Plano! It was also voted to secure another
Union, Oct. 27.
end daughter Miss Elonia Woodcock,
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
Anything From a
VnoKo,'
r
n’lmbcr
°f float to be used with the one the
100631 to secure pnvment of ■
we take all th* pride of an artlet
end Robert Stone, motored to Ban piano
Three Hundred and fifty doiinrs and no Association now owns and Chester
in hie craft, in each job; and that
Needle to an Anchor.
gor yesterday. On return that night
‘t’h.”^ odf
: P^cal and Lou Upham were appointie the secret of th* superlative
WE BUY
they were accompanied by Richard land. book 45. page 83. and wherea the ed as a committee in charge of same,
quality of Th* Courier-Gazette
What
Do
You
Want
*
Woodcock, a student at the Bangor conditions of said mortgage have been
Printing.
broken, now therefore, notice ls hereby I
----------------------*
AND SILVER
School of Commerce, who is spending given of my intention to foreclose said i Truck covers, spray hood3, canvas
for breach of Its condition:
to Sell ?
the remainder of the week at his mortgage
ef ell kinds. Power machln; stitch CLARENCE E. DANIELS
October 12th. 1937
JEWELER
, home on Hyler street.
MIKELSKYS MUSIC STORE INC
ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
By BESSIE MJKBLS.
Miss Edith Harris has returned to
I23-Th-!23 ing Co., 16 Willow St.
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at less

Mrs. Mary P. Handy and son Na
than N. Handy, formerly of this city,
are visiting Alfred A. Staples of Cres
cent street. With them are Mr. and
Mrs. Willie I. Handy and two sons. !
all from Chicopee Palls, Mass.

YOIIK SOCIAL ITEMS

GRAND BARGAIN SALE OF CONGOLEUM RUGS
Congoleum Gold Seal Rugs
SJ®6 $5.25 6x9 $2.98
7‘/2x9
$2.49
Congoleum Crescent Rugs
9,12 $3.98 6x9

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin C. Perry
of Union street, have as guests, Mr. I
and Mrs. Charles Kalloch of Genoa.
Italy, Mr. Kalloch being European
representative of the American Ex
port Line.

J^*9

YVinter or summer Thc Courier- ! Mrs. Therese Chase was hostess to
Gazette Ls always glad to have T. and E. Club for sewing and lunch
items which concern arrivals and eon at her home on Brewster street
departures of people, the social ; Wednesday afternoon.
gatherings, engagement announce
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. will
ments, weddings, etc. Please tele
phone our society reporter, Mrs, meet Monday afternoon, at the home
Warren C. Noyes, 873-K, or directly of Mrs. Leforest A. Thurston, Old
County road-. Rev. Corwin Olds will
to this office.
be the guest speaker, taking for his
subject, “Armistice Day.” Assisting
Miss Myra P. Clark, who has been hostesses are, Mrs. Helen CarlsoS,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Vuile Varney, Mrs. Lucie Walsh. Mrs. Inez Bronkie.
Rankin street, for several weeks, has Miss Cora Perry and Miss Anna
returned to her home ln New York. Thorndike.

Miss Busan Spear was hostess this J

Mjss Corice Thomas was guest of

313-325
Main St.

Eastern Star Fair

A Joint Recital

Three Booths and Lots of Camden Agog Over Appear-

Beano—The Doli In Dollar

Bills Finds Owner

BLACKINGTON’S

POLLY

Rockland
Tel. 980

Stonington Furniture Company
ance Tonight of Walter

Mills and Muriel Gould

FLORENCE

The annual fair of Golden Rod | Music lovers in this ^ton wU1
Chapter. O.E.S. held Tuesday after- j be prlvileged t0 hear two artists of

honor
dessert.brJdgt Friday
nocn and evening at Masonic Temple, thc first water tonight, when at 8.15
I n,ght g,ven by Mfs Dona]d Le>ch
310 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
was
a mcst successful event. Worthy at the Camden Congregational Par
Broadway Bidden guests were Mrs.
Matron Mrs. Frances Morse and As
Jchn McLoon Mrs
scarlott,
ish House Walter Mills, baritone, and
sociate Matron Mrs. Bertha BorgerMrs wnbur senter Mrs. Albert ElMuriel
Gould, dramatic soprano, will
scn were general chairmen.
llot Mrg Rupert Stratton, Mrs.
be
presented
in joint recital. Mr.
The booths were prettily done in
>
Modish Shoes
cleveland slceper Jr and Mrs Rob.
toat. .
to u>€aSi
crepe
paper
decorations
cf
orange
Mills
and
Miss
Gould, both of New
, eft Jewej) when card honors were
and black, reflecting the Halloween York, have won no small place in the
awarded Mrs. Sleeper and Mrs. El
season. Beano proved popular both
musical world. Mr. Mills in addi
liot, a “grand prize” of miscellane
afternoon and evening and lunch
The Industrious Debs met this ous gifts, presented to Miss Thomas,
eons were served. Nestor Brown of tion to extensive tours in this coun- |
week with Miss Alma Knight. Sew came as a complete surprise.
Maverick street was the lucky win try has appeared in several Euro
ing was the chief activity.
ner of the doll dressed in one dollar pean recitals, among which was a
------s Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peterson, inconcert befqre Queen Wilhelmina
bills.
Mrs. Eliza Plummer went yester- formally entertained a group of
The Woman's Christian Temperance Union has arranged its schedule ol
t)10 various committees assisting of the Netherlands. He has also
day to Richmond to inspect the frjends Tuesday night to meet Capt. meetings for the coming year, with one already held. The offlcers are: Presi- tbe chairman were: Cooked food cor.certized in South America. Each
D.U.V. Tents in that vicinity.
and Mrs. Charles Kalloch of Genoa. dent. Mrs. Clara Emery; secretary. Mrs. Florence Hastings; treasurer. Miss table. Mrs. Clara Curtis and Mrs. appearance has won high praise from
------1 Italy. Luncheon was served.
Lena Miller. Tlie year's program follows:
Doris Jordan; aprons, Mrs. Eva Wis thc critics, particular stress being
Mrs. Arthur Robbins of Ash Point
_____
ner. Mrs. Lena Stevens, Mrs. Nils placed on his voice quality, intelligent
Oct. 29. Report of delegates to State Con
is a patient at the State Street HosMr£
Cw)k was hostess t0 the
Nelson and Mrs. Florence Philbrook; song projection, and delightful stage
vention
pital in Portland. She was suffer- Tuesday Nigbt Bridge Club this
Hostess, Miss Lena Miller
miscellaneous articles, Mrs. Hattie presence. He has established him
ing from an acute case of append!- weeg h,gh
won by
Leader. Mrs. Clara Emery
Davies, Mrs. Mabel Thorndike and self as a favorite in this section where
cltlsj David McCarty, Mrs. John Chisholm
Nov. 12. Institute
Mrs. Carolyn Stewart; lucky doll he has been heard in several previous
Place to be announced
and Mrs. Ray Foley. Lunch followed
•
“Little Miss Star” Mrs. Millie recitals.
Mrs. Hope Brewster. Mrs Edith Gregory,
Mrs. Arthur 8. Littlefield has is- j
y
While
Miss
Gould
is
a
newcomer to
Thomas;
candy.
Mrs.
Maude
Mrs. Margaret Maxey
sued Invitations for a luncheon and
Blodgett; grabs, Mrs. Anah Gay and Maine, most favorable expression of
Nov,
26.
Thanksgiving
meeting
at
Almshouse
contract at The Thorndike Hotel
| Mrs. Vincie Clark; handkerchiefs, j her voice and artistry precedes her.
Mr. and Mrs*Willis R. Achorn and
Leader. Mrs. Lena Stevens
nePt Tuesday.
Committee
to
be
appointed
Mrs. Bessie Church, Mrs. Carrie She has also made extensive Amerdaughters Genevieve and Dorothy of
Dec. Hl. Peace Education
Winchenbaugh and Mrs. Sumner ican tours, and directly after the
..
.
—.
.
[jersey City. N. J., have become perMrs. Lawrence Barbour has gone [
*
Hostess. Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham
| Whitney; beano, Milton Griffin, Camden recital she leaves to fulfil
_ _ ,
.
,
1 manent residents of this city, having
Leader. Miss Alena Young
to Washington, D. C. where her hus* „
,
.
. , „
Oeorge Gay, A. B. Borgerson, Mrs. * motion picture contract. Combined
,
, ,
,
,u
_________ taken thc former Ingraham house
Mrs. Etta Stoddard, Mrs. Abbie Allen
band is employed bj- the Government.
Belle Frost and C. E Morse; fortune with her flne voice is a charming
____
011 Suffolk street. Mr. Achorn U a
Dec. 24. Christmas Cheer at Home for Aged
telling,
Mrs. Winchenbaugh; frank- personality, always a valuable as
,
,
.
«,»„
brother
of
Fred
A.
Achorn.
Granite
Women
Mrs. Anna Nelson and daughter j u
*
' furters, Mrs. Matie Spalding; soda set to an artist.
Leaders.
Mrs.
F.
M.
Kittredge,
Virginia are guests of Mrs. Nelson's £treet'
Mrs. Frances Ryder, Miss Mabel Seavey
Gerald Wilson, accompanist, comp<p; Albert Brigga in charge of the
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Roach, in ;
------Jan. 7, 1938. Service for the New Year.
- pletes this talented group. A na- I
kitchen,
Mrs.
Vivian
Hewett.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd en
Smyrna Mills, for the remainder ow
Place, M. E. Church
Helen Chapman. Mrs. Ethel Gonia. I tive of Seattle he has been in de- !
tertained the Chiistmas Sewing Club j
the week.
Leaders, Mrs. C. E. Brooks,
Mrs. Grace Veazie; cashier, Mrs. '• Biand throughout his State and other
members and husbands at a sifpper
Miss Eleanor Griffith, Mrs. Beatrice Brown
Molly Ladd; waitresses. Mrs. Kath- , Parts of the West; this appearance
Mrs. Maria Patterson, Miss Marie party Wednesday night, honoring Mr.
Jan. 21. Centenary Fund
aryn St. Clair, Mrs. Vivian Kimball, [is one of hls flrst in a New England
Hostess. Mrs. E. H. Crie
Patterson and J. Manley Patterson and Mrs. Osmond Palmer, who were
Miss Katherine Veazie and Mrs. JtcurLeaders, Miss Florence Hastings.
of Hallowell were in the city to at- J observing their 25th wedding anni- I
The program to be presented will
Mrs. F. H. Ingraham, Miss Leola Robinson
Ruth Perry.
tend the reception tendered Mrs. 1 versary. Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell
I ci. 4. Back Yard Dope
i include gems from the old masters,
Eliza Plummer. Miss Marie Patter- j were special guests.
Hostess, Miss Alena Young
, opera arias, and modern types. The
ROLLINS-l’HINNEY
son is department council No. 1.
I
-------Leaders, Miss Ada Young.
closing feature will be a group of
Miss Annie Frye, Miss Ernestine Getchell
------Methebesec Club meets Friday aftSaturday evening, Oct. 16, Miss [ euets.
Feb. 18. International Program
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry are , emoon at the Country Club, the
Hala Ripley Phinney, daughter of
Mrs. Winfield Witham heads the
Hostess, Mrs. F. M. Kittredge
attending the New York automobile hostesses to be those of the program
Mrs. Nelson Fhinney of 137 Irving committee in charge.
Leaders. Mrs. Edith Tweedie,
show,
[committee. A current book review
Mrs. Kate Brawn, Mrs. Amelia Johnson
'treet, was united in marriage to
------will be given -by Mrs. H. P. Blodgett 1
March 4. Alcohol Eduraton—Exhibit
Oliver William Rollins, son of Mr.
A TOWNSEND APPEAL
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan 1 and music
be jn charge of Mrs.!
Place to be announced
and Mrs. Myron Lewis Rollins of
have returned to their home on Main :Hans Helstad The speaker will be
Leaders, Mrs. Clara Emery,
Members of Townsend Club No. 2
Rcckland, Me., in a ceremony at St.
Miss Margaret McKnight, Mrs. Lillian Joyce
street, having spent the summer at
John amlth
D D wh0 will
John's M. E. Church performed by are delighted with their fine quarters
March 18. Social Meeting—Y. T. C.
Holiday Beach.
J review "My Return to Religion' by ,
Rev. Francis D. Taylor, pastor. The i at Community Building. All that is
Place, Congregational Church
Henry C. Link.
wedding march was played by Mrs. [ needed is dishes and it is believed
Leaders. Mrs. J. E. Blaisdell,
Mrs. Harriet Levensaler of CamPaul E. Chase.
there are a few at least in most of
Mrs. Velma Olds, Mrs. J. W. Robinson
bridge, Mass., is the guest of her I
(To be held in the evening)
Tlie bride wore a gown of ivory [our cupboards that could be spared,
sister. »s. Elizabeth Ingraham. 17
Miss Hester Brown, who is a stuApril 1. Evening With Our Members
transparent velvet with train and However, if all members and friends
Masonic street.
‘ dem at the Ballard Business 8ch0°1'
Place to be announced
iingertip veil and was given in mar- I
this great humanitarian move____
[ Rockport, is spending a vacation
Leaders, Miss Lena Miller, Miss Mabel Stover,
j ■ iage by her brother, G. Russell ■nient wil1 check up on their supply
Mrs. Frank E. Bridges of Swans with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. ■
Miss Anna Webster. Miss Thelma Russell
Phinney. She carried a cascade bou- , and report their surplus to the PresiIsland has recently been the guest j Elisha Brown,
April 15. Children's Program—L. T. L.
quet cf ivory gerbera. Her matron jdent Mrs Minnie Miles, telephone
of Col. and Mrs. Basil H. Stinson. [
-------Place, Littlefield Memorial Church
_____
Mrs. Charles Hall gave fc benefit
| cf honor was Mrs. G. Russell Phinney, lo6’w who wiu scnd for them 11
Leader, Miss Mabel Seavey
who wore aquamarine transparent [ Wld be greatly appreciated.
The Kent's Hill Mite Club met bridge for St. Peters' Church TuesApril 29. Health—Babies
A Member
Leaders, Mrs. Vincie Clark,
Monday with Mrs. Lillian McRae, day nigh! the game being enjoyed
velvet, a golden Juliet cap, and gold ;
Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson, Mrs. Helen Perry
shoes ar.d carried (oM gerbera. At- |‘
High contract scores were made by by 28 players. Attractive prizes were
May 13. Mothers' Day—Banquet
Mrs. Reta Simmons and Mrs. Ar- awarded Mrs. Annie O'Brien, Mrs.
lending the groom as best man, was
Committee to be appointed
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
delle Morton.
Lillian Twiggs, Mrs. Anna Saville.
Howard E. Rollins, a brother.
May 27. County Convention
------■ Mrs. Agnes Donohue, Mrs. Nina Me- j
A reception was held at the home
June
10.
Annual
Meeting.
Mrs. Janfle Fullerton of South Kinney Mrs. John Thompson, Mrs.
of the bride's brother, G. Russell
Thomaston left Sunday for Boston, 1 W1,lis An(jerson. Mrs. Anna Webster,
Fhinney of 4 Orchard street. After
where she will visit relatives, re- Mrs John Oarnet. Miss Susan Spear,
a wedding trip to New York and
SEARSMONT
HOPE
turning next Monday.
I Mrs Mae Reed Mrs. Pauline BrewsWashington, D. C„ Mr. and Mrs. Rol
------[ster and Mrs. Jauline Hutchinson.
Miss Katherine True who is a , Mrs BeUe Howes made weekend lins ‘will make their home at 137 IrvMrs. George St. Clair was hostess;Ught refrcshmenLs werc served.
junior
at the University of Maine I vislt at the home of hw daughter
to the Thimble Club Monday night,
In the receiving line were Mrs. Nelspent the weekend at her home here Mrs. Gladys Millay.
at a covered dish supper and sewing j
j son pb;nney. mother of thc bride, who
Captain and Mrs. Ralph Kalloch |ghe r(?turned Sunday wRh her par.
party at her apartment on 'Talbot i.
.
. .
I
J
H
have returned to New York navmg ents Mr. and Mrs. Elmer True.
Mr. and Mrs. George Matthews of w°re a | own of fuchsia velvet
Old King Joe crowns his
avenue.
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Benja
Belfast were guests Sunday of Mrs. ' trimmed with lace jabot and a corMrs. L. P. True who is at the Cam Matthews' sister, Elonia Cunning- j sa8« of gardenias, and Mrs. M. L
howling career in this
min Perry.
Mrs. E. C. Moffitt and son Carl
den Community Hospital is reported ham.
) Rollins, mother cf the groom, who
story of a Palace Rave-oluare visiting relatives in Boston.
Grover C. Bostick and daughter. as gaining and will be at home soon.
Donald Graves of Bangor passed a wcre navy blue crepe-back satin,
Miss Malissa Bostick have returned Hope Grange met Monday night. night recently at the home of his IIer corsaKe was of roses,
tion!
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Reams gave a
from three weeks’ visit in Georgia, After supper, the work was inspected sister, Mrs. Frances Callahan.
; 1-110 8room
employed as a salesbirthday party honoring their brother
where they were guests of relatives by Mr. Maxey, the deputy for this
_
, . ,
, ,
, man for the Burroughs Adding Maand sister, Otto and Ruth Proctor on
Carmichael and family of , , .
_
r ,
section. Visitors were present from „ Mr.
at Waycross and Fitzgerald.
A Prince-s in danger
..._ ...
... , , ,
i chine Co. and is a graduate of the
their 12th birthday. Hallowe'en fa
Northern
Maine
are
with
hls
brother
!_
Lincolnville. White Oak Gyange and
and
Joe
in
Love!
:
Bentley
School
of
Accounting
and
vors and music makers were the
for an indefinite stay.
Mrs. George Phillips entertained at Good Will Grange of Warren.
Swords Clash! Women
finance.
prizes for the games played. First a picnic supper and cards Monday
Mrs. Wayne Upham of Union re
Scream!
Horses Die
Out-of-town guests included Mrs.
prize was won by Elizabeth Robi night, the honor guest being Mrs. C. The Father and Son banquet spon cently visited her daughter, Mrs.
Laughing!
sored
by
thc
Sunday
School
was
held
Herbert
D'Arcy
Johnson,
Wolfville,
shaw and other winners werc Kath- Waldo Lowe. Attractive prizes were
Everett Norwood.
Nova Scotia; Mrs. Myron Rollins,
eleen Proctor, Otto Proctor, Ruth awarded each guest and a gift pre Mcnday in the Grange hall and a
Mrs. Bessie Maddocks of Appleton Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Howard E.
pregram
given.
Rev.
W.
I'.
Brown
of
ADDED
Payson, Clifton Mitchell and Betty sented Mrs. Lowe.
Camden
was
the
speaker.
passed
a
day
with
Elonia
Cunning-j
Rollins,
Camden;
Mrs.
Hans
Jensen
"CORONATION"
IN COLORS
Skinner. Present besides those al
Feaks Island, Philip Jensen, Peaks
William Hardy who is attending the ham recently.
ready mentioned
were
Ernest
At the final party of a card game
Mr. and Mrs. J’. W. Cunningham Island, Mr. and Mr Raymond S.
Mitchell,, Jannett Smith, Dorothy series by Anderson Camp Auxiliary. University of Maine spent the week(NOW PLAYING
“BREAKFAST FOR TWO"
Skinner. Ida Reams and Delores Mrs. Mae Reed was hostess yesterday end at home. He returned Sunday and Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton of ban- Rainodo, Sanford; Mr. and Mrs. Her,>cd j sx'itli his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Her- 18or were callers Friday evening on *:eri Corey, Melrose; Mr. and Mrs.
with
Reams. Refreshments were served. aftemoon. Margaret Bowler received
BARBARA
HERBERT
relatives and friends in this com- Frank Sawyer, Malden; Mr. and Mrs.
The children reported a nice time.
the capital prize, winners for the day bert Hardy.
STANWYCK
MARSHALL
[Paul
'Heywood,
Melrose
Hi^T„ands;
munity.
Allie
Dunton
who
recently
under

being Mrs. Willis Anderson. Mrs.
I Mr. and Mrs. Z. B. Chase, Chatham;
Faustina Roberts,
Mrs.
Lillian went a surgical operation at the
From Mexico comes a trend being Mrs. Arthur Burgess and Mrs. MonTwiggs, Mrs. Elizabeth Murray, and Camden Community Hospital is gain
adopted in Arizona homes. Adobe *a8ue Atkinson, both of Brockline,
uct^at ^'attractive Mrs' Roberl Lon8- An important re ing satisfactorily.
construction has been found coolest Mass.—From Watertown (Mass.) Sun.
prices.Send for free hearsal will be held in Grand Army
Rockland
Tel. 892
Waterproof truck covers and spray 5 and most practical in the arid areas
The bridegroom is a native of Rock
samples with new [ hall Friday night to prepare for the
land
and
was
educated
in
the
pub

Matinee
2.
Evening
6.30
and
8,30
hoods
made
to
order.
Old
covers
|
of
the
state.
Philippine
mahogany
fall hints.
ISchool of Instruction to be conducted
Continuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.30
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, INC. Nov. 6; it is imperative that all offi- waterproofed. Awning service. Rock-1 is effectively used in doors and in lic schools here, where he was very
Concord Worsted Mills, doncord, N. H.
popular.
land Awning Co., 16 Willow St.
• 1 terior trim in these adobe houses.
UO-Th-iiX) cers attend.

week to the Monday Niters, at her
home on Talbot avenue. Prizes were
awarded to Mrs. Forest Hatch. Mrs.
Robert Demuth, Mrs. O. B. Brown.
Mrs. van Russell, Mrs. Lawrence
Mills and Mrs. Ellie Knowlton. Refreshments were served, and the
table was attractively decorated in
keeping with Halloween.
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WHILE THEY LAST

----

PRESTON

WHITE RIBBON MEETINGS

if**? •

Knitting Wools

The name “Florence” has always
stood for quality and dependability in

the Heater and Range field. Now we
are proud to present the Florence
Range Burner............................ Only—

This is the Outstanding Value today in the Range
Burner field

Estate Heatrola
See our complete line of
beautiful new Estate
Heatrolas—

* New Efficiency

iW

o

• New Economy
* New Low Prices
• New Beauty

There is an Estate on
our Sales Floor that will

IfiSSBa
[

Heat Your Home, Two
Rooms or Ten, Amaz
ingly Well at Astoundingly Low Cost.
ASK US FOR HEATROLA PRICES

CASH OR EASY TERMS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 980

FRIDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE
ON THE SCREEN

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

rZaneGrey^
TRAH
A Paramount Picture with

CHARLES BICKFORD
MARSHA HUNT
GILBERT ROLAND

PARK®

TEL.
409

TODAY
GEORGE MFRPHY
in
“YVOME.N MEN MARRY"

THE UME TO W
Is any time you wish to trade what you have for some

thing you want.

The way to do it is by advertising

in the Classified Column of The Courier-Gazette.

Costs little.
770.

Results, quick and satisfying.

Phone

Page Eight

Every-Other-Day
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estimate the cost in broken homes,
WTecked lives, ruined careers, shat
tered hearts? The almost unbeliev
able growth of the alcohol beverage
industry is matched by the parallel
(An address by Mrs. Nelle O. Burger the bootlegger, the gangster, the kid
onrush of men, women, and youth
Recording
Secretary
National nappers, the killers and despoilers of
into crime.
W. C. T. U., President Missouri W. C. children, the highway murders, call
The United States government
T. U. Springfield. Missouri)
for drastic action. When a sufficient
financed this venture with two and
A few years ago the policy of the number become aroused the liquor one-half million dollars. It expects
United States government was one traffic will go—and this time to stay. ' to market 150.000 cases of rum an
Gambling is the close companion
of Prohibition, toward the traffic in
nually in the United States. Here
beverage alcohol. The policy of the of drinking. Last it is estimated tofore the government was a mere
entire nation had been adopted and that a total of $6,000,000,000 was distributor, but now it Is a manufac
put into operation after numerous ef wagered in the United States. That turer as well. It is said that private
forts to cope with the evils of the was one elgth of the entire income of | capital was invited to invest in this
beverage alcohol traffic, extending the Republic. While the papers ) enterprise—was invited for three
over long periods of years. These j
up those who won ln the
three years, but failed to invest,
efforts Included regulation, restric- Bash Sweepstakes and other big
Private capital was not interested.
tion. taxation, government operation gambling operations, nothing was
If private capital thought it un
and control, and almost every phase sald ot the hundreds of thousands profitable to engage in the business
of license and local option.
i v ho had wagered their all and lost.
why does this administration feel
National prohibition came through Of the despair and suicides that fol
that it can make a profit out of rum
a process of evolution rather than lowed.
making? Why should the govern
revolution. It began with the pre
But there are those who actually ment be allowed to urge the use of
cinct and the rural township. It believe that the liquor business is a jthis rum?
extended to villages and small cities
We’d like every one of you
great budget balancer. Since the reand the counties. It had been tried peal of the 18th Amendment about What makes this business venture
to try this great gasoline!
out ln one way or another in most
ten billions of dollars have been in
manufacture of rum particuof the states of the Union as a state soent for drink. Yet the budget is larly 8 matter of c°ncern u that ever
Our new Winter Mobilgas
wide policy of dealing with the traf
Three students at Bates College come from homes which represent, col- j
not balanced. How much ls ten bil- slnce 016 repeal of Prohibition, the
fic. National Prohibition did not be
lions of dollars? It is said that if Federal Alcoho1 Administration has lectively, a distance of 25.000 miles to Lewiston. Noting on a map the wide J
is actually adjusted to local
come operative until almost 70% of you had to distribute a billion dol- been teIling Prlvate distillers that separation of their respective home countries are. right to left Miss Marjorie
weather.That’s important!
™ dollar 8°ld
* the
not use liquor advertise- Moulton '41 of Rahuri. near Bombay, India, a personal acquaintance of
f
nefd>' passln* >'our door and yoa raents which unduly stlmulate the Mahatma Ghandi: Eiichi Kanemat.-u '40 of Tokio, Japan; and Mile. MiIt starts you quick! Gets
h rt ^°n i
rme
777 were t0 hand out 100 gold pieces a consumption of hard liquors. Now, rieille Daveau, exchange student from Paris, France.
had been almost a century of trial
R
however, the government distinctly
you off fast! And you’ll be
of all other plans to mitigate the
15 years. 5 months, 5 days. 12 hours. enc°urages the use of Government
evils of strong drink.
end five minutes to complete the job. Rouse Rum.
plenty pleased by its long,
By revolutionary governmental
Without stopping for lunch or sleep s° liere 15 Uncle Sam—and you,
processes, by the forces in control of
thrifty mileage!
you would have handled 3.900.000 and 5'0U- in the business of making
the American government, in a few
.
,,
i u
»
pounds of gold and would have re- and sellln£ rum. In Washington.
(Continued from Page Onei
Elder Case, and during the remainder
Short years, the general policy of the
....
,
D C I stood before larse nlararris
__ quired the use of 1950 teams, each u L 1 st<xxl
‘ar8e Placards
of (his life sustained the office of
" i hauling 2030 pounds of gold to have ln “rug store and “Quor store win- life been accustomed to the sea. for D?acon Jn {he
Baptist Church
------ -- - — a. nf FVsio vftcenl Vs a ot fire) frszxLr rthnrnn
content with tearing down old pro-!“ I|' met your demand. If the persons dows advertising SUJ.
this Government of this vessel he at first took charge
earliest church
the town
This winter your car will need: MOBILOIL ARCTIC —the
STOP AT YOUR
tections. including not only the pro receiving the gold had stood three House Rum 11 wai 8 humiliating himself, her service being coastwise Jcseph wag a Justice o(
peace fof
world's largest selling winter oil WINTER M O BI LG AS — Amer
hibition laws, but all of the restric ' feet apart in a line, it would have exPerienceand not farther than Boston. He su - more (han half # cfntury soiem^ing I
ica’s favorite, quick starting winter gasoline. MOB1LGREASES
tive laws which preceded prohibition, reached 22 times around the world. According to the Salvation Army sequently built the schooners Betsy and i&, marriages. preslding in
crlml
—to protect the chassis. MOBIL FREEZONE —the new anti
the government has turned for advice and two-thirds over. And this is the Iegalized liquor traffic is prov- Jennie and the Hannah and Polly naJ trjals and ren{jering judgment in
freeze petroleum made possible. MOBILOIL GEAR OIL —for
FOR THE BEST WINTER
as to future policies, to the owners one billion dollars. And we spent ing a «reater menace 10
health Tha Betsy and Jennie was of 90 tons 3nfi
act;on5;
tlmes
easy shifting gears. Ask your nearest Socony dealer about hia
and promoters of the liquor traffic. that much multiplied by ten. In the and well-being of youth than the burden and the Hannah and Polly of
PROOF JOB IN TOWN!
town
clerk,
and
frequently
filled
PROGRESSIVE WINTER-PROOF SERVICE REPORT.
Not only that, the government has last three years for drink. And the much talked of Pre-repeal speak-easy 194 tons
ether town offices. Josiah was en- ,
become an active distiller1 of rum, to National debt is 36 billion dollars They agree tha: the lure of the OJ*1'
The large tract of land Phased
be sold through the regular channels [ All of the money for liquor was worse saloon and the li(>uor Propaganda is by Snow, was subsequently disposed gaged all the earlier and more active
of trade and to be known as Govern than wasted and manv millions of Promoting widespread dissipation and of by ,'iim to his sons of which he portion of his life in navigation and ,
TAMING FR. COUGHLIN
in a Connecticut girl's boarding
commerce. He built the schooner
ment House Rum.
the national debt monev likewise trag'c resuuU amon« 0,8 >'outh had seven' aU of whom became ac' Dolphin, the first vessel ever built on '
school. Melodeons, concertinas, a
• • » •
And poverty and unemployment are ' Road houses and taverns are the live men of business, the most of them the shore of Penobscot Bay He aft
cello, flutina. harp and drum are Reproved By Church Superior. Now
Denied Newspaper Outlet
The present methods of sale and at our door ln unnumbered millions con«-‘buting causes to the downfall shipmasters Later on these sons left erward made several successful voy Found In D. A. R. Headquar other Instruments on which bygone
of youth. Salvation Army officers or sold their lands to other parties,
Sale of "Social Justice." publica
distribution of liquor is infinitely Where is the end of it all?
ages to the West Indies. The Ingra
ters, Washington—Maine generations entertained themselves
find that boys and girls of school age among whom were William Rowell,
tion of Father Charles E. Coughlin's
worse than the system represented
and thelr guests.
hams also engaged in the manufac
Honors Naval Heroes
are drinking much more than be- Franklin Ferraud. Leonard Wade. ;*>e
National Union for Social Justice,
by the old saloon. The methods of
The health of the nation nas suf
ture of lime and the remnants of the
to an organization headed by Walter
promotion, through, the employment fered. We find that alcoholism ex fore repeal. One woman worker re- Butlers. Jonas Dean. John Bridge.-, old kiln are still traceable on the bank
EAST
FRIENDSHIP
Exhibits of New England States in
Baertschi of Toledo was announced
of more than 1,300.000 women and erts a greater life toll than cancer. ports that many young girls are be- William McLoon and Jesse Sleeper.
overlooking the shore at Ingraham's the headquarters of the daughters
'
Ing
led
astray
in
the
back
rooms
of
The
Wessaweskeag
stream
was
at
Tuesday.
girls, are frightfully appalling It is News-Week quotes Dr. Edward ,
j
Hill about a mile below Rockland.
of the American Revolution here
Members of the Finnish Church
„
,
.
taverns where after a few drinks they this time, as it had been in earliei
The sale made known by Fathar
new in the history of the American Spencer
of New York s Avenue_____ ______
_____ ___ _______ _
__
All of them became men of wealth recall the names and deeds of famed will meeti tonight at 7 o'clock at the
are no longer responsible for their periods, much frequented by the Pe
Republic. The appeal to women and Hospital;
and several of thelr descendants still soldiers and statesmen who played home of Rev. and Mrs. A. Raita. All Coughlin's counsel, thus removed the
actions.
nobscot and other eastern Indians on
youth is more insidious and destruc
"Few people realize how many per
live on portions of the land taken up major roles in the nation's early Finnish people are invited to at priest's hand from a second medium
•
•
•
•
their way to their fishing and fowlthrough which he had carried on
tive than ever previously known.
by them.
sons die every year from alcohol, or
history.
tend.
political and social crusades.
But according to no less authority go to insane __
asylums, never to come "These figures, all of them to be in8 among the Georges islands and
Thomas Hix at the Head of the Bay
The exhibits are housed in rooms
Recent Father Coughlin, following
than Senator Morris Sheppard, the out again. " The actual' morality "is found in Uniform Crime Reports for more western shores of the main- became a ship master of repute, farm
paid for by the various state chapters
GEORGES RIVER ROAD ; reproof from his church superior for
acene is definitely changing. To a as great, in my belief, if not greater the years 1933 193S- 1936 and 1937. land. Landing at the Head of the ing the latter portion of his life, and
who aided in the construction of the
Bay. about a mile and a half below
certain utterances, cancelled a sched
degree never before realized human than from cancer. Accurate statis- respectively show:
living to a good old age, revered by largest group of buildings in the
Rockland,
it
was
.
a
comparatively
Sunday School will be held at the uled series of radio addresses which
•afety and human life are dependent tics are not available. The reason
In 1932 rbere were reported from
all who knew him for his consistent world entirely financed by a women's
Finnish church Sunday at 10 a. m. would have marked his return to the
on the safe and careful operation of for this Is that the disease is regard- 596 cities. 338.016 arrests for drunk- short “carry" to the Wessaweskeag Christian life and many excellent
patriotic organization.
and the business meeting of the public forum after months' long abmachinery. About 37.000 deaths and ed as a disgrace, and the alcoholic enness. driving while intoxicated, and from which two ether divergent qualities.
Continental hall, ercted in 1910 at church Tuesday, at 7 o'clock.
"carries" took them to the Georges
' sence.
thousands of accidents resulted from takes on some other symptom, under disorderly conduct and vagrancy,
John Goddard from the Fox Islands a cost of $500,000 Is constructed of
River
By
these
"carries"
they
avoidthe operation of automobiles alone which his death ls registered."
In 19381 there were reported
was added to this little group in 1781 Vermont marble.
The highway slaughter is worse 781970 arrests for these causes in 987 ed passing around Owls Head and
in the United States last year. It is
He settled on a lot just north of the
One of the most treasured exhi
thewaters of the Mussel Ridge Chan- Ingrahams.
estimated that 100 persons perish in than war. To what extent alcohol citlesbits ln the museum of the hall is the
the traffic in this country every day— is responsible for the terrible slaught- ’ But inspection of the records show nel and saved a great many miles of
• • • •
desk on which John Hancock wrote
a little more than four every hour- er on the highways cannot be de- 11,81 tlle total population embraced travel,
his now famous signature. It was
Three
years
later
came
Lieut.
termined
with
mathematical
exactd
v
llle
1932
record
of
596
cities
was
•
•
•
•
one every fifteen minutes.
The
given by the minute men chapter of
Jaseph
Perry
and
his
brothers
Job
Indians still visited
National Safety Council estimates ness. But is is conceded by invest!- 30-288 870- while the population ofThough these
Boston.
ano
William,
who
settled
between
the
the loss from accidents ln this gators and insurance .ompanies that the 987 cities reporting In 1936. was these carries, their power was broken,
Bronze doors at the front entrance
Ingrahams
on
the
north
and
Thomas
and they were for the most part not
country' last year at six billion dollars. 'driving while drunk or drinking" 35.450.666
memorialize founders and charter
H.x
cn
the
outh.
Joseph
had
served
unfriendly
to
the
settlers
and
caused
ln other words, while the 1936
The property loss almost equalled is one of the major causes of highmembers of the D. A R. and heroes
the automobile out-put for the year. way1 accidents. Increased safety de- Lgares show that areas reporting them comparatively1 little annoyance, through the Revolution, had won his
and heroines of Connecticut and
commission
by
bravery,
was
twice
The whole region about the W
iIt is difficult to determine the ex vices, more efficient and stricter traf- embraced a total population by 17
Massachusetts.
act extent to which the drinking fic regulations, have been more than Percent greater than the total of weskeag river was at this time cov- married, became the father of 20
Darius Cobbs "Washington on
driver is responsible for these con nullifled by the rapid increase in P°Pulation represented in the 1933 ered with the primeval forest, a mag- children, was 69 years a member of
Dorchester heights." the gift of the
ditions, but it is definitely known liquor consumption. Blair moody. fi8Ure- the total number of arrests for nificent growth of pines, whose age the Baptist Church.
All three were men of energy and Massachusetts chapter, hangs in the
that the obviously drinking or drunk who conducted an investigation for drunkenness, etc., in 1936. was 131 Is Judged to have been frem 320 years
integrity and proved most estimable north gallery. Wendell Phillips posed
en driver caused at least 3600 deaths, the North American Newspaper Al- Per cent larger than that reported in down. In the first lumbering cp
citizens.
for the picture, and the late Justice
according to the statistics by the liance says: “The War Department 1933 according to the Federal Bu- ations it was the rule to cut only the
Oliver
Wendell Holmes loaned the
Nathaniel
Crockett,
who
had
come
very
largest,
say
from
two
to
four
National Safety Council. How many records show that 50.510 U. S. Sold- reau s compilation.
from Vinalhaven and settled at Ash artist the field glasses used by Wash
feet in diameter.
more were caused by drinking drivers iers were killed in action and died j
-----------------When these had been cut the rule Point, took a leading place in that ington.
MARKETING DRY BEANS
who were not so proven cannot be of wounds in the World War. Offic-1
The Massachusetts room is fur
was to take only such as a man could little hamlet and has left a number of
estimated.
ial records indicate that if the pre------telling
,
nished
with revolutionary period
encircle
with
his
arms.
This
pine
worthy
descendants,
who
are
still
at
sent trend of fatalities continues Appearance of a Bi-Weekly News
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